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Achieving a transition to sustainability and decrease the environmental impact of building is 
part of Sweden's sustainability goals. Authorities and policy makers have a big responsibility 
to promote and facilitate this transition, but how this is to be achieved is not as readily 
answered. 

Using the multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions, this thesis investigates the 
conditions for sustainability transitions in Swedish building by learning from the case of earth 
and straw home builders. 

Qualitative mixed methods research, including questionnaires and semi-structured 
interviews was carried out to explore drivers and barriers for innovative sustainable building 
in Sweden. 

Findings suggest that there are barriers for innovative sustainable building in Sweden that 
might slow down the sustainability transition process, not in terms of regulation but in 
practices and norms in the current socio-technical regime. 
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Preface 
How to achieve sustainability is one of the greatest challenges of our time. Discussions 
about the impacts of climate change, how to mitigate the threats that it imposes, as well as 
how to promote resilience, are engaging actors at all levels of society. Loss of biodiversity, 
soil erosion and pollution are other problems facing modern society further stressing the 
need for a sustainability transition. 

With a background in business and international relations and working with business 
development and marketing at a consultancy firm in the building industry, my attention was 
increasingly drawn to the sustainability challenges faced by the industry.The increased 
competition brought by globalisation, the constant pressure for increased efficiency in 
combination with the challenges of large scale building projects were factors ruling our day 
to day as well as strategic decisions. Due to my increasing interest in how we can solve the 
sustainability challenges society is faced with at a systemic level, I decided to go back to 
university to learn more. To try and understand the dynamics and interactions between 
actors in social systems, especially those pushing for change from below, became the focus 
of my attention. Along the way I have deepened my understanding of how complex the 
transition process is and that the road to sustainability is indeed as clear as mud. 
Nevertheless, I remain hopeful that this thesis might contribute by providing increased 
understanding of the prospects and challenges of transitioning to sustainable building.  

The process of researching for this thesis have been intense and truly enjoyable. I would like 
to thank my family, friends and colleagues for making this experience so memorable. I am 
forever thankful for your support and friendship. I am thankful to Love Forsberg, who 
convinced me to believe in my idea. I am very grateful to all the people who have contributed 
by giving me their time and shared their experiences and thoughts with me; without them this 
project would not have been possible.  I would especially like to express my gratitude to 
Andrew Hutchinson for his friendship, generosity and everlasting support. I would also like to 
especially thank my supervisor Ida Andersson, who has guided me through this process and 
provided me with inspiration, helpful advice and encouragement. I have learned a lot and 
look forward to the continuation. 

Diana Undén 
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Summary 
In order to mitigate climate change, humans will have to learn to use less energy and create 
more sustainable alternatives to the modern way of life (Schroeder 2016) and discussions 
concerning use and consumption of resources are present globally. Decreasing the 
environmental impact of building is part of the national sustainability goals and the 
importance of including the full environmental impact of building, living in and disposing of 
buildings are becoming increasingly recognized.  

Contemporary building technologies use materials such as wood, concrete and metals which 
require much energy for processing, transportation and when being collected/extracted, as 
well as for recycling/waste disposal once it’s to be demolished. As such, a transition to more 
sustainable methods is necessary.  In order to facilitate and accelerate sustainability 
transitions, it will be important to open up for innovative and alternative materials and ways 
of building. Ensuring conditions that promote innovation, reuse, local materials and less 
energy intensive products and processes will be important. Small scale builders trying to 
take advantage of the free and local building materials already available on site, such as 
earth, are pushing for a change in resource use and their experiences can provide valuable 
insights on the conditions for contemporary innovative sustainable building in Sweden. 

The aim of this thesis is to investigate drivers and barriers for sustainability transitions in 
Swedish building by learning from the experiences of earthen and straw bale builders. The 
strategy has been to undertake qualitative mixed methods research consisting of 
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews, focusing on recent earthen and straw bale 
home builders in Sweden.  

The basis of analysis is relying on the multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions, 
with a focus on actors in the niche segment (earthen and straw builders). Sustainability 
transitions theory is about finding the drivers and mechanisms for transitions to new 
sustainable ways that have impact across society and addresses issues such as power, 
dependency, resistance, the role of agency, intervention and governance (Loorbach 2014). 
For the purpose of writing this thesis, sustainability transitions and transition management 
will provide the framework for analysing the drivers of frontrunners in sustainable building, as 
well as expose possible lock-ins in the current building regime hindering or resisting 
initiatives for alternative and experimental building. 

Exploring the experiences of the builders has provided multiple insights into the conditions 
for sustainability transitions in Swedish building. By adopting an actor oriented perspective, 
learning what different players can and cannot do have exposed barriers, as well as their 
strategies for overcoming those barriers. The main conclusion is that there are barriers for 
innovative sustainable building in Sweden that might slow down the sustainability transition 
process, not in terms of regulation but in practices and norms in the current socio-technical 
regime.  
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
The global context 
Today most agree that it is clear that humans are affecting the climate of Earth causing 
global warming. By burning fossil fuels, cutting down trees and altering the surface of the 
Earth humans are having large impacts on Earth's climate system (Ruddiman 2014). In order 
to mitigate climate change humans will have to learn to use less energy and create more 
sustainable alternatives to the modern way of life (Schroeder 2016) and discussions 
concerning use and consumption of resources are present globally. 

In December 2015 Sweden was one of the countries that signed the climate agreement at 
the UN climate change conference in Paris with the goal of keeping global warming at no 
more than 1.5 degrees (Government Offices of Sweden 2016). Agenda 2030, the global 
sustainable development goals means that all members of the UN have committed to work 
together to achieve social, economic and environmental sustainable development (Agenda 
2030 delegationen 2017). Moreover, the  Swedish government has decided that both global 
warming and pollution should decrease. They have also decided to politically promote a 
development towards sustainable production and lifestyle in Sweden (Regeringskansliet 
2015). 

The building industry use 40% of earth’s energy usage through material extraction and 
building (Swan et al 2011). Contemporary building techniques require significant amounts of 
natural and synthetic materials from around the globe and often require a great amount of 
energy in the production and transportation process. Moreover, they commonly require a lot 
of energy for heating and cooling while in use, as well as for waste treatment and recycling 
of the materials when the house is demolished.  

According to professor Pete Walker “the construction sector must reduce its energy 
consumption by 50% and its carbon emissions by 80% by 2050, so radical changes are 
needed to the way we approach house building” (cited in University of Bath 2017). 
Simultaneously, there is a global demand for affordable, safe and sustainable housing (Rizvi 
2016) and as the global population increases the challenge of providing housing for all while 
at the same time striving for sustainability is a universal challenge. To achieve sustainability 
it is necessary to lower the environmental impact and energy consumption of building homes 
(Schroeder 2016). But how can this be achieved? What are the potential barriers and drivers 
for a sustainability transition in the building sector? 

The need for a transition to sustainability 
That a transition towards more sustainable ways of building homes is necessary seems 
clear, however how to achieve this transition is not as readily answered. Authorities and 
policy makers have a big responsibility to promote and facilitate this transition. According to 
Lundström (2012:7) the building and transportation industry accounts for nearly two thirds of 
Sweden's energy consumption and thus building practices will have a great impact on our 
carbon emissions.  

Decreasing the environmental impact of the building industry and housing is part of the 
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national sustainability goals and the importance of including the full environmental impact of 
building, living in and disposal of buildings are becoming increasingly recognized. Efforts are 
also being made by the implementation of life cycle assessment (LCA) for example . 
However, requirements and building regulations currently only go so far in contributing to 
transitioning to sustainable building practices. 

Boverket (Sweden's national board on housing) have produced a pilot study for adapting 
building regulations to the environment and climate, where it states that Boverket should 
contribute to reaching the sustainability goals as well as maximal environmental and climate 
adaptation in the building and real estate sector (Boverket 2016). In 2017 a committee was 
appointed to investigate Swedish building regulation with the purpose of modernising the 
regulations, thereby increasing competition and promoting increased building (Boverket 
2017). Part of their mission is also to investigate the need for regulation to mitigate the 
climate- and environmental impact, as well as to limit the spread of hazardous substances. 
 
Municipalities play an important role in planning and promoting more sustainable building 
practices and their policies and practices need to be shaped to facilitate and encourage this 
transition. As the authority that provides and withholds permission to build, their influence on 
sustainability transition in the building industry is significant. Their challenge of transitioning 
to sustainable building practices and materials are accompanied by the mission of providing 
affordable housing to an increasing population. According to Hyresgästföreningen (2017) 
88% of the municipalities in Sweden report that they have a shortage of housing, an 
increase by 72 municipalities in the last two years. There is thus a high demand for building 
houses fast and for many in the whole country. 

Building with earth and straw in Sweden 
Whenever I mention that I am doing research on earth as a building material, I have to 
spend some time convincing those listening that you can build actual houses and even large 
or multi story buildings in these materials. That I am not talking about small round huts in 
rural Africa. Therefore I have decided to include a section about contemporary earthen and 
straw buildings. 

Natural and local materials such as earth and straw have been used for building for at least 
9000 years and even today, one third of the human population lives in earthen homes 
(Minke 2012:11). In Yemen multi story buildings made out of unfired mud has been standing 
for hundreds of years and are still being used. Building with mud and straw creates 
functional, affordable houses that require very little energy to build and maintain and the 
materials needed are accessible for most globally  (Schroeder 2016). Earthen and straw 
buildings provide a highly comfortable indoor climate and if built correctly, they can also fulfill 
the requirements for passive house standards. As the material is not processed in any other 
way than being left to dry, it does not need to be transported or treated when demolished; it 
just goes back to earth. 
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Photo 1a and b - Building of earthen and straw house, Rejmyre, Sweden 
1995 Pictures by Boel Junus 

 
Top photo: The walls have shrunk when drying and need to be refilled before the first layer 
of clay plaster. 
Bottom photo: First layer of clay plaster has been applied.
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At the University of Bath there is continuous research on earth and straw as building 
materials. One outcome has been that the straw BaleHaus, a prefabricated straw bale 
house, receiving both the MB TRADA’s Q - Mark certification (energy efficiency, fire safety, 
durability and weather resilience) and the Passivhaus accreditation (energy efficiency, high 
performance insulation and air quality) which has resulted in the possibility of getting 
insurance and mortgages for straw buildings in the UK (Loraine 2015).  In Lithuania 
Ecococon, another certified straw bale house producer, has been selling prefabricated straw 
wall panels since 2008 (Ecococon 2017). 

In Germany the Lehmbau Regeln, the first technical building standard in the European Union 
regulating building with earth and clay was published in 1999 and was accepted by the 
German Federal State Building Authority as a national building standard (Schroeder 2008). 
Since earth has different composition depending on local conditions, building standardisation 
for earth construction is not easily made, however according to Morel (et al 2001:3) research 
has adapted modern technologies to soil building and made it possible to control and 
optimise strength, durability and stability while considering the natural diversity of soil 
composition. 

In the UK the trend of building with mud and dirt has exploded due to a combination of the 
desire for eco-friendly building, but also due to difficulties in acquiring loans to buy a house 
(Norwood 2011). Since building with earth and straw is environmentally-friendly and most of 
the material can be fetched from the local environment, it is a cheap alternative, if you are 
able to put in the work hours.  Also in the US, the trend of cob building is spreading 
(Magwood and Mack 2005).  

In Sweden, there is a long tradition of using earth for building houses (Palmgren 2003). 
Annika Ekblom (1993) has written ‘About houses of earth and straw’ (Om hus av jord och 
lerhalm) describing the history and techniques of earthen building. According to her thesis, 
the practices of half-timbered earthen houses was most common in southern Sweden, 
where access to wood was limited. In Oslo, whole neighbourhoods were built with earth in 
the 1870’s and are still used as residences. In Sweden, the practice of solid earthen walls 
was introduced in 1920 and a number of rammed earth houses were built in Uppland, Tibro, 
Igelstorp, Steninge and Harplinge (Ekblom 1993). In Denmark, earthen building has been 
more common likely due to the lack of timber (Lindberg 2002). Palmgren (2003:81) has as 
part of his licentiate examination created a list of houses made of earth or lime in Sweden. At 
the date of publication the list was up to 188 unique building sites and approximately 300 
buildings. The aim of his thesis was to investigate when, how and why different earth 
building techniques have been used in Sweden between 1750 - 1950 (Palmgren 2003:vii). 
According to Palmgren, different techniques of earthen building has been used in different 
periods in Sweden, however all of them have been motivated by the need to economize with 
resources.  
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Photo 2 - Building of earthen and straw wall, Rejmyre, Sweden 1995 

A mix of clay/earth and straw is tamped between the walls of the structure.  
Photo by Niklas Palmcrantz 

 

Photo 3 - Earthen and straw wall, Rejmyre, Sweden 1995 

Earth wall, top layers of clay and straw, lower layer of clay and reed.Photo by Boel Junus 
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The materials needed, mud and some kind of straw or fibre, are available locally in almost all 
of Sweden and yet the number of people and companies building with earth and straw today 
are very few. Conventional building techniques and standards have replaced these 
traditional methods and it’s mostly those interested in restoring or conserving old houses that 
are familiar with these techniques (Lindeberg 2002).  

However, recently there has been increased attention on how building with mud has the 
potential to be more widely used as a sustainable choice with little negative impact on the 
environment. In May 2017, Sweden's first conference on using clay for industrialised building 
was held in Lund in collaboration with Chalmers University of Technology and Sustainable 
building south (Hållbart byggande i Syd). The speakers were researchers, architects and 
representatives from two German producers of earth based building products and was 
aimed to attract architects, buyers, entrepreneurs and academics. The agenda clearly aims 
to spread the benefits of using clay from an environmental point of view also in larger scale 
projects, with examples from Germany and other European countries. The possible effects 
of the conference are difficult to anticipate at this point, however, it is clear that clay, as well 
as straw, are becoming increasingly adopted and used as industrialised products by the 
building industry in Europe. The conference in Lund might very well be the first sign of a 
similar development in Sweden. 

Photo 4 - Construction of earthen and straw house, Rejmyre, Sweden 1995 

Photo by Niklas Palmcrantz 
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Chapter 2 - The research area 
Research strategy 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate drivers and barriers for sustainability transitions in 
Swedish building by learning from the experiences of earthen and straw bale builders in 
Sweden. 

The strategy has been to undertake qualitative mixed methods research, focusing on recent 
earthen and straw bale home builders in Sweden.  

Problem formulation and research questions: 
The goal for building homes are long term sustainable buildings and efficiency regulations 
that from a life cycle perspective promote efficient use of resources and energy 
(Regeringskansliet 2016). Contemporary building technologies use materials such as wood, 
concrete and metals which require much energy for processing, transportation and when 
being collected/extracted, as well as for recycling/waste disposal once it is to be demolished 
and a transition to more sustainable methods is necessary.  

In order to facilitate and accelerate sustainability transitions, it will be important to open up 
for innovative and alternative materials and ways of building. Ensuring conditions that 
promote innovation, reuse, local materials and less energy intensive products and processes 
will be important. Small scale builders trying to take advantage of the free and local building 
materials already available on site, such as earth, are pushing for a change in resource use 
and their experiences can provide valuable insights on the conditions for contemporary 
innovative sustainable building in Sweden. 

The specific research questions that this thesis aims to answer are: 

● What are the drivers and barriers to innovative ways of sustainable building in 
Sweden? 

o Why have those building earth and straw homes recently in Sweden chosen 
to do so?  

o What is the experience of those who have built with earth and straw in 
Sweden recently?  

o What are the benefits/disadvantages of building homes this way compared to 
conventional building techniques, in the experience of the builders? 

o What strategies do the builders use to overcome barriers to innovative 
building? 

● Using the case of earth and straw, are there any barriers in current regulations and 
operations for a transition to sustainable building practices in Sweden? 
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Building regulation and policy in Sweden 
Kalbro, Lindgren and Paulsson (2012) discusses the Swedish planning and building 
regulations in theory and practice and questions whether Plan och Bygglagen (PBL, 
Swedish planning and building law) in its current shape is up to date and filling its purpose. 
As PBL, after the reform in 2011, is again regulating not only the exterior and placement of 
buildings but also the interior planning, accessibility and functioning (Kalbro et al 2012), the 
process of receiving a building permit requires those seeking permission to build to account 
for their plans more thoroughly. PBL is often criticized for being too complex and time 
consuming, as well as regulating in too much detail what and how building is to take place 
(Kalbro et al 2012). Kalbro (et al 2012) further explores how excessive details in planning 
documents might lead to unnecessary stalling and barriers in the building process; aspects 
relevant for exploring potential barriers for a sustainability transition in building. The 
conclusions made in this thesis will also complement their findings by providing a niche actor 
perspective on the practical effects of Swedish planning and building regulation. 

In Sweden the municipalities have an important role in promoting a decrease in energy use 
and climate impact in the building and transportation sectors (Lundström 2012:3). The 
building regulations provided by Boverket set standards for the energy efficiency for the 
whole building, however it does not look at energy efficiency from a life cycle perspective 
(Lundström 2012:3). Lundström (2012) further argues that the planning process should not 
be limited to a regulating role, but should also promote more of a bottom up approach and 
invite different actors to discuss the possibilities of planning and building more sustainably in 
terms of energy, environmental and economic perspectives.  The Swedish building authority 
(Boverket) has undertaken a pilot study investigating climate and environmentally adapting 
Swedish building regulations concluding that it is necessary to further investigate before 
altering them (Boverket 2016). The results of this thesis will contribute to fill this knowledge 
gap by looking at regulation and permit processes from the perspective of small scale 
builders and their role in facilitating or hindering their aim for a transition to sustainability. 

Sustainable building with earth and straw 
According to Swan (et al 2011, p866) the building industry accounts for 40% of raw material 
usage globally, but still the most significant impact of a house is during the time it is being 
used. Low energy requirements for heating and cooling, as well as maintenance are 
therefore of high importance in a sustainability perspective. Knowledge and 
recommendations of how to build in order to achieve sufficient insulation and energy 
efficiency values thus become important to ensure that those requirements are met. 
Comparisons have been made between the properties of concrete homes and mud houses 
(Verma 2009), showing that homes made out of mud can be well insulated and Germany 
has adopted building recommendations for earth (Schroeder 2008). There are also articles 
discussing earth and straw bale construction in the perspective of sustainability, as well as 
codes and practices for this kind of building in North America (Swan et al 2011). However, 
similar guidelines and building codes for the Swedish environment and efficiency 
requirements are not available. 

Minke (2012:11) argues that careless exploitation of resources and energy intensive 
production and processing of materials is not only wasteful, it is also degrading the 
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environment. Mud is a reusable non-energy material that is available locally and it is easy 
and cheap to maintain without much expert knowledge (Verma 2009). Moreover,  “rammed 
earth buildings have long proven durability, more than 200 years” (concrete buildings have 
less than 100 years) (Morel et al 2011:3). According to Minke (2012) earth is being revived 
as a building material in the west, not only as a build-it-yourself material but also in larger 
scale industrial projects. From a sustainability perspective, there seems to be good reasons 
for exploring its possibilities further.  

“By adopting local materials (in this case rammed earth and stonery) the 
amount of energy used in building decreased by up to 215% and the impact of 
transportation by 453%. However, adoption of local materials in developed 
countries can be hindered by the loss of traditional building crafts and a lack 
of appropriate building standards” (Morel et al 2001:1). 

Traditional alternative building techniques using local materials could play an important role 
in relieving the ecological footprint of housebuilding, but policy and building codes will be 
significant in supporting this shift.  

Even though the materials are widely used globally and easily accessible and the technique 
is argued to be fairly easy to learn, it does not seem to be taught at any length in education 
related to building in Sweden and there are very few working professionally with building in 
these materials. Research has been undertaken regarding how these techniques can be 
used in the global south, primarily for housing for the poor. For example, houses made out of 
straw bales and earth are the cheapest and most sustainable option for those in need of an 
earthquake safe house (Dodival 2015). Also, there are a number of handbooks with advice 
for those intending to use this old construction technology. For example, 'Sustainable 
building with Earth' (Schroeder 2016) explores the technique of building with earth and its 
technical environmental benefits. It is clear that the book is written with the sustainability 
agenda in mind and the book has a few chapters directed to architects, planners and 
engineers. Eva – Rut Lindberg (2002) has written about earth as a building material in 
Sweden and countries with similar climate, exploring different techniques and the properties 
of the material, aiming to show that earth can be used in modern building, as well as provide 
potential for interesting architecture. Her thesis provides an overview of the history of 
earthen houses as well as its spread in Europe and states that building with earth seems to 
be more accepted in the rest of Europe than in Sweden. The fact that different types of earth 
vary greatly in composition and might require different additives to be suitable for building, 
can be compared to the characteristics of wood, which also holds great variations in quality 
and properties (Lindberg 2002). 

Swan, Rteil and Lovegrove (2011) continue to state that conventional building techniques, 
such as concrete and timber have been tested and approved by industry as building 
materials, but has to be extracted in one place, transported to another place for processing 
and then transported again to the building site. This is not the case when building with earth 
and straw, as these materials are mostly available locally and do not need to be industrially 
processed. However, if earth and straw construction is to be used in a larger scale, testing 
and acceptance in industry and policy will be essential. 
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When searching for literature about earth or mud houses, there is a number of short articles 
about earth homes as small scale sustainability projects, or how the technique can be used 
in the urban south for providing cheap, sustainable, earthquake safe and environmentally 
friendly homes for the poor. Thus, most of the literature found on the topic only deals with 
earthen construction from a small scale or urban south perspective rather than as a viable 
solution for western families and construction companies. 

As has been outlined above, whether using earth and straw for building houses will actually 
contribute to sustainable building and housing will depend source of materials, building 
method and the local conditions. There is limited information about the properties and 
possibilities of the material, but there seems to be knowledge gaps in terms of construction 
possibilities, potential energy saving and eco-friendly local building material in a larger 
societal perspective. However, the purpose of this thesis is not to evaluate the suitability of 
using earth and straw from a sustainable perspective, but rather to explore the experiences 
of those who have chosen these materials in order to find drivers and barriers to innovative 
sustainable building. 

The problem formulation and research questions guiding this thesis contribute to knowledge 
about the Swedish conditions for innovative sustainable building, as well as fitting well into 
existing research and political aims for affordable sustainable housing and building. 

Photo 5 - Timber framed straw bale house, Orust, Sweden. 

Photo by Marie Hedberg 
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Chapter 3 - Socio-technical transitions 
The interest of this thesis is the conditions for sustainability transitions in the Swedish 
building industry. The basis of analysis will rely on the multi-level perspective on 
socio-technical transitions, with a focus on actors in the niche segment (earth and straw 
builders). 

A socio-technical system is “a cluster of elements, including technology, regulations, user 
practices and markets, cultural meanings, infrastructure, maintenance networks and supply 
networks” (Geels 2004 cited in Lawhon and Murphy 2012:357). Socio-technical systems are 
shaped by actors, norms and institutions interacting at different levels, maintaining and 
reinforcing the system with everyday activities. 

Transitions in socio-technical systems are defined by radical change in practices, structure 
and culture, meaning that it has impact on behaviours, infrastructure and regulations, as well 
as norms and values (Loorbach 2014). Examples are the change in transportation from 
horse carriages to cars or the currently ongoing transition from fossil fuels to renewable 
energy. Both illustrate technological developments resulting in long-term shifts of not only 
means of technology and infrastructure, but also behaviour, regulations, norms and values; a 
new socio-technical system structure. 

Sustainability Transitions 
“Sustainability transitions are long-term, multi-dimensional, and fundamental transformation 
processes through which established socio-technical systems shift to more sustainable 
modes of production and consumption” (Markard et al 2012:956). They are characterized by 
a systemic shift in regimes and systems, mostly preceded by a longer pre-development 
phase driven by frontrunners in social and technical innovation before breaking through the 
resistance of dominant regimes (Loorbach 2014).  

Illustration 1 - Transition arenas 

 

It is clear that there is a need for fundamental shifts in cultures, structures and practices 
toward sustainable alternatives (not just less unsustainable) (Loorbach 2016:4). Since 
systems and technologies are highly interlinked with life styles, values, user practices, 
regulations as well as organizational and political structures, socio-technical systems tend to 
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undergo incremental rather than radical changes (Markard et al 2012). Sustainability 
transitions is about finding the drivers and mechanisms for transitions to new sustainable 
ways that have radical impact across society and addresses issues such as power, 
dependency, resistance, the role of agency, intervention and governance (Loorbach 2014). 
For the purpose of writing this thesis, sustainability transitions and transition management 
will provide the framework for analysing the drivers of frontrunners in sustainable building, as 
well as possible lock-ins in the current building regime hindering or resisting the initiatives of 
alternative and experimental building. 

The field of sustainability transitions has received increased attention and the four 
frameworks transition management, strategic niche management, the multi-level perspective 
on socio-technical transitions and technological innovation systems has become of 
increased importance (Markard et al 2012). 

The multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions 
A socio-technical systems is “a cluster of elements, including technology, regulations, user 
practices and markets, cultural meanings, infrastructure, maintenance networks and supply 
networks” (Geels 2004 cited in Lawhon & Murphy 2012:357).  

The multi-level perspective is concerned with the evolution of socio-technical systems and 
focus on interactions between a diversity of actors who are connected within the 
socio-technical system through different roles (Lawhon & Murphy 2012). The perspective is 
divided in levels of socio-technical landscapes (where transitions occur; cultural and 
normative values, broad political coalitions, long term economic developments and 
accumulating environmental problems), regimes (conventions, rules and norms) and niches 
(innovation and learning) (Lawhon & Murphy 2012:357) 
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Illustration 2 - The multi-scalar framework of socio-technical regimes 
transitions 

Illustration showing the multi-level framework. It is the technological niche level and 
the experience of the actors operating within the niche and their interaction with the 
other levels that is the focus of this thesis. 

 

Socio-technical niches 
Socio-technical niches are at the lowest level of the multi-level perspective on 
socio-technical transitions and consist of social networks and actors attempting to find more 
sustainable alternatives to the current socio-technical regime by innovation and learning 
(Lawhon & Murphy 2012). Given their role in innovation and promoting new behavior 
patterns, socio-technical niches are important as destabilization of regimes, by for example 
political pressure initiated by the threats of global warming, could open up for alternatives 
developed within niches (van de Poel 2000 cited in Lawhon & Murphy 2012). According to 
Farla (et al 2012), having a more actor-oriented approach helps in understanding what can 
and cannot be achieved by the actors in sustainability transition processes and thus also 
provide what barriers are hindering the transition process. 

This thesis will be using the multi-level perspective exploring drivers, barriers and strategies 
to overcome barriers of actors in the niche of innovative sustainable building. 

Transition management 
According to transition theory, transitions in themselves are unpredictable, self-organized, 
unmanageable and do not necessarily lead to increased sustainability. However, even if 
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transitions are not easy to manage, they are possible to anticipate, influence and accelerate 
(Loorbach 2014).  

Transition management has been developed from socio-technical transition research to 
provide recommendations on how to guide transitions towards sustainability (Lawhon & 
Murphy 2012). Transition theory recognizes that there are interdependencies and lock-ins in 
existing practices, technologies, regulations and structures and the challenge of how to 
promote and govern a transition to sustainable ways of production and consumption has 
gained increased attention both from policy makers and researchers (Markard et al 2012).  

Visions, as well as expectations, are important in guiding the fundamental change of 
consumption and production patterns that sustainability transitions imply (Farla et al 2012). 
Actors might have different perspectives and strategies that might reinforce lock-ins or 
create new ones. Since transitions in themselves can be disruptive and result in tensions, as 
they bring shifts in power which are likely to be resisted by those at the top of the current 
regime, transition management provides the opportunity to facilitate for smoother less 
undesirable outcomes (Loorbach 2014, Mancebo & Sachs 2015). As sustainability 
transitions will require the development of numerous alternative methods and technologies in 
the short period of time limited by the threat of climate change (Haley 2017), supporting 
innovation and economic transformation will be essential in order to meet the goals of 
sustainable development. Enhancing favourable conditions for social learning and innovation 
is also important to avoid creating new lock-ins. 

The results of this thesis could help identify barriers and lock-ins that are currently in place, 
as well as insights towards how to provide smoother conditions for sustainability transitions 
in the building industry. 

Relevant concepts 

Sustainable development 
The thesis will lean on the concept of sustainable development and the assumption that 
humanity should strive to “meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs” (Clapp & Dauvergne 2011:4). As has been 
described above, the building industry is consuming excessive amounts of energy and 
material and as the demand for cheap housing is not likely to decrease, searching for more 
sustainable construction options for the global population will be an essential part of 
achieving sustainable development. 

In terms of building regulations, it is only the energy consumed while using the house that is 
regulated (Lundström 2012). The legally binding European waste framework directive 
includes the waste management hierarchy, which provides guidelines for how to think about 
the long term aspect of using a product or material. This in turn includes the goal that 70% of 
construction and demolition waste should be prepared for re-use, recycling and other 
recovery (European commission 2016). 

Sustainable development will be relevant as what is defined as sustainable will decide 
whether a transition is desired or not, bringing in the complications of different interest 
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groups, knowledge systems and worldviews (Mancebo & Sachs 2015). Sustainable 
development is a term widely used, for example the global goals for sustainable 
development in Agenda 2030 are commonly referred to by the Swedish government in 
relation to building and planning (Regeringskansliet 2016, Boverket 2016). What is 
considered to be sustainable and not is however not always clear. Different aspects are 
taken into account in different settings and many claimed sustainable projects can be 
criticized for not considering the whole life cycle. For example, only considering energy 
consumption for heating up the house when used is arguably an unsatisfactory way of 
determining the sustainability of a house; the whole life cycle as well as social aspects 
should also be considered. The aspects that are considered when talking about a building's 
sustainability is thus not always clear. To simplify the discussion regarding the sustainability 
of buildings a general division of aspects can be made. 
 

- The resources used to build and the building process 
- Resource efficiency when using/living in the building 
- Durability/sustainability over time 
- The ability to reuse or recycle and impacts of waste disposal 

 
In the 2030 agenda for sustainable development (UN General Assembly 2015) it is clear that 
sustainable development requires embracing a holistic view which includes social, 
environmental and economic aspects. When referring to sustainable building in this thesis it 
will include social, economic and environmental aspects of all stages of the life cycle. 

The political ecology perspective 
The political ecology perspective is fitting for this thesis as it focuses on power structures, 
different knowledge systems, political agendas, economic incentives as well as sustainability 
issues (Robbins 2012), which are all relevant factors in sustainability transitions theory.  

Sustainability frameworks are often criticized for failing to translate theoretical ideas into 
effective strategies influencing the social and political dynamics determining the prospects of 
achieving sustainability (Lawhon et al 2012). To be able to manage sustainability transitions, 
social processes and power relations will be important. Therefore, this thesis will adapt the 
political ecology perspective, combining factors of political agendas, economic incentives 
and knowledge construction to investigate the conditions for sustainability transition in 
Sweden.  

Looking into potential lock-ins maintained by the current regime might reveal that regulations 
favour conventional, standardized and industry produced building materials, as well as show 
that economic incentives are pushing for standardization of products and materials that are 
processed and therefore are more profitable for the building industry than using unprocessed 
natural and locally available materials that are difficult to mark up. Moreover, it considers 
relating social factors such as status, prejudices and other experiences of those who have 
used earth as their choice of sustainable building material. 
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Chapter 4 - Methodology and method 
Methodology 
This thesis explores drivers and barriers for innovative sustainable building in Sweden by 
learning from the case of earth and straw builders. The approach is actor focused with the 
aim of using the experiences and strategies of earthen and straw builders to understand the 
conditions for sustainability transitions in the Swedish building industry. 

This thesis has used mixed methods focusing on qualitative research. Methods include 
questionnaires and semi-structured interviews with self-builders and professionals, as well 
as two complementary interviews with municipalities. 

Motivation 
As this thesis is focusing on the experiences of a certain group, qualitative research was 
chosen as it allows for in depth understanding of the perspective of builders. 

The decision to use questionnaires had two main reasons; to be able to get some more 
quantifiable data on certain questions and to come into contact with interviewees and 
gatekeepers. This questionnaire was used as a way to spread information about the thesis 
and that I was trying to find builders in social media. The questionnaire could thus provide 
background information about the builders that I then based my sampling and interviews on. 
The questionnaire entailed a number of open free text answers, providing the respondent the 
opportunity to expand on topics not specifically asked about. In that sense, the 
questionnaires also provided a good informative background on topics considered relevant 
for the informants and on which the interview schedule could be based. 

Semistructured phone interviews have been chosen because there is a clear focus on topics 
and questions that are aimed to be covered in the interviews. The same questions have 
been asked to all participants. However, flexibility and open ended questions played an 
important part, since it allows for unexpected topics and issues to be discussed and 
incorporated into the interview (Bryman 2016). That the interviews were done over the 
phone is due to limitations in time and the geographical distance of the interviewees. 

Scope of study 
The study included earth and straw builders that have built houses using earth and straw or 
other earthen techniques in Sweden between 1995 and 2017 (Questionnaire 1). 

Questionnaire 1, aimed at self builders (see appendix 1 for question outline) was answered 
by 22 builders. 

Questionnaire 2, aimed at professional builders (see appendix 2 for question outline) or 
people who have in other ways immersed themselves in this type of building techniques, for 
example by doing research was answered by 5 people. 

In depth semistructured phone interviews (see appendix 3 for interview schedule) was 
undertaken with 10 builders. 

One interview with the municipality of Upplands Väsby about the building permit process has 
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been undertaken (see appendix 4 for interview schedule). 

One interview with the municipality of Hudiksvall about their sustainability prize has been 
undertaken (see appendix 5 for interview schedule). 

Limitations and challenges 
The scope of the research has been limited to those that have been building with earth and 
straw or other earthen building techniques in Sweden recently, to increase feasibility and 
relevance. For practical reasons the terms earth and straw will be used and in this context 
also include other earthen building techniques such as cob, pisé and cordwood masonry. 
 
Finding builders has not been difficult (mainly due to their use of social media). However, 
time limitations have resulted in constraints in terms of number of interviews. Time 
constraints have also resulted in insufficient time to interview municipalities that have 
refused building permits, and other authorities like Boverket as well as insurance companies. 
All interviews but one (Upplands Väsby municipality) have been undertaken over the phone, 
due to limitations in time, geographic distance and economic funds. 
 
Time limitations also resulted in the choice of not interviewing insurance companies or 
municipalities about their perspective on the builder's experiences, or on drivers and barriers 
for sustainability transitions. 
 
Undertaking interviews over the phone was necessary in this study due to the geographic 
spread of the builders and limitations in time and funds. However, interviewing over the 
phone does have its challenges in that it removes the ability to read body language and for 
example determine whether the respondent is thinking or is done responding to that 
particular question. I quickly learned to allow for longer breaks of silence before moving 
forward to the next question in order to make sure that the respondent was actually finished 
talking and that I was not interrupting. Other challenges also include the fact that it is more 
difficult to control the environment. Some were out walking while talking to me and the wind 
and background noise made it difficult to hear and the quality of the recordings poor. In 
general, interviewing over the phone went well and my experience was that the participants 
were comfortable and happy talking to me at from the location of their choice. Preferably, the 
interviews would have been done face-to-face, however, according to Bryman (2016) studies 
comparing telephone interviews with qualitative face-to-face interviews suggest that there is 
no great difference in terms of data quality. 
 

Research design 
The method for gathering data consists of questionnaires and semi-structured interviews, as 
outlined below. 

Step 1 - Questionnaires  
The questionnaires were designed to gather more quantitative data from those who have 
built houses of mud and/or straw in Sweden recently, as well as to find candidates for the 
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semi-structured interviews.  

Questionnaire 1 was aimed at self builders and entailed questions regarding type of house, 
what municipality the house was built in, experiences from the building permit process, 
motivations, insurance as well as if they were willing to take part in a more in-depth interview 
(for further details about the questionnaire 1, appendix 1).  

Questionnaire 1 provided a list of builders in Sweden as well as data from which a 
geographical map of the number of houses built in these techniques per municipality has 
been created (see picture 2). The questionnaire also provided information of municipalities 
that have approved building permits for these houses, as well as insurance companies that 
have agreed to insure them. 

After a week of collecting answers to questionnaire 1, I realised that the questionnaire was 
not particularly well adapted for those working professionally with these materials or for 
those that have engaged more in building with these materials than just their own house. 
Therefore I created questionnaire 2 (see appendix 2) for professionals and researchers, with 
questions aimed more for a larger perspective than just one single house. Questionnaire 2 
was therefore aimed at another group of builders and the respondents in the two 
questionnaires do not overlap. Both questionnaires were spread in the same way and in the 
same post in social media and emails. The links to the questionnaires were complimented 
with a short descriptive text explaining who the questionnaires aimed at and the respondents 
then themselves decided which one they should take. The results from the two 
questionnaires has been compiled and analysed separately. 
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Illustration 3 - Research design 
The flowchart shows the research design where step 1 is the 
questionnaires, step 2 semi-structured interviews with builders, step 3 
semi-structured interviews with municipalities and step 4 compilation and 
analysis of empirical data. 

 
 

Both questionnaires were left open for new answers during the whole data gathering 
process, while semi-structured interviews were undertaken simultaneously. 

Sampling questionnaires 
The questionnaires were sent out to a list of builders that I had managed to identify mainly 
from googling certain key words (listed in the table below). The search of keywords then 
resulted in snowballing effects, finding new keywords, groups and terminologies. 

The online research resulted mostly in facebook groups or local articles about people having 
built houses using straw and earthen techniques, often stating their names and the area of 
the house. Having found their names I was mostly able to find their contact details on 
facebook or on blogs, where I could send them the questionnaire either using the social 
media or via a provided email address. 

I also contacted Lerbyggeföreningen, an association for earthen builders, online. They have 
helped in providing contacts details to builders as well as information about groups and eco 
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villages of interest. Lerbyggeföreningen also agreed to put up a link to the questionnaire on 
their website, as well as to share it on their facebook page. 

I also searched facebook using the same keywords and managed to find groups for builders 
in which I could spread the questionnaire. Both when posting and in the questionnaire I 
asked for suggestions of other earthen - and straw bale builders that I could contact. I also 
encouraged them to spread the questionnaire to others that they might think would fit in the 
study. 

Another tactic was to search for courses in earth and straw building online and then 
contacting the teachers, asking them to answer the questionnaire as well as suggest others 
who have built houses using any of these techniques. 

Table 1 - Keywords 

Keywords used when searching for groups, networks and individuals relating to earth 
and straw building online. 

Lerhus 
Lerbygge 

Earthen homes 
Jordhus 

Halmhus 
Halmbalshus 

Halmhusbygge 

Kubbhus 
Natural building 

Permakultur 
Omställning 
Transition 

Ekobygg 
Hållbart byggande 

Sustainable 
Building 

 

Step 2. - Semi-structured interviews builders 
Qualitative semistructured phone interviews were undertaken with ten builders (for 
interview schedule, see appendix 3). The interviews contained more in-depth questions 
about their motivations, experiences and thoughts about the building process but also had 
a lot of open questions where the interviewees were able to direct the conversation. The 
goal was to find information about their drivers, community engagement, aims, possible 
friction points with governing institutions, strategies and barriers that could provide 
information on drivers and potential barriers for innovative sustainable building. The 
interviews lasted between one and two hours and were recorded and later transcribed.  
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Table 2 - Identified groups and networks 

Name of group Type Contact 

Number of 
members 

(2017-03-17) 

EKOBYGG - Företagarnätverk Facebook group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/4
22565027864380/ 38 

Ekobygg med lera Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/ekobygg
medlera/ 898 

Lerbyggeföreningen i Sverige Association http://www.lerbyggeforeningen.se/  -  

Lerbyggeföreningen i Sverige Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/lerbygge
foreningen/ 687 

Ekobygg - natural building Facebook page 
https://www.facebook.com/Ekobygg
/?hc_ref=SEARCH 3080 

Ekobyarnas riksorganisation Association http://ekobyar.se/  

Ekobyar - Hållbara byar Facebook group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1
27693870595361/  1886 

Svenska nätverket för 
halmbalshusbygge Network http://ssbn.se/om/ N/A 

Halmbalshusbyggarna Facebook group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/3
57666150964219/ 711 

Omställning Sverige Facebook group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tr
ansitionsweden/ 6589 

 

Sampling semi-structured interviews 
The answers from the questionnaires were used to select interviewees for the 
semi-structured interviews. Besides questions about their experiences from building earthen 
or straw based houses, the final questions of the questionnaire was if they would allow me to 
contact them for follow up questions or a longer interview. 
 
In deciding who to contact for the semi-structured interviews I aimed for those that have 
applied for a building permit for their house, as I see the contact with municipalities and the 
builders experience of adjusting to building regulations as important in mapping out possible 
barriers. The sample of interviewees thus consist of builders who have built a house of earth 
and straw or other earthen techniques that have applied for and received a building permit 
and that had agreed to let me contact them for an interview in the questionnaire. Due to 
limitations in time I was not able to interview all that fulfilled these criterias. Those that 
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replied late or that were difficult to get hold of were not interviewed strictly due to limitations 
in time. As some of the participants fulfilling these criterias responded late in the process, 
some interviewees that had built houses that are not permanent residences have also been 
interviewed to reach ten interviewed builders. 

Step 3. - Semi-structured interviews municipalities 
Two municipalities were interviewed, one for background information about the building 
permit process from an administrative point of view (for interview schedule see appendix 4). 
According to the interviewee’s knowledge this municipality have not approved or received 
any application for an earthen or straw bale house. 
 
The second municipality was interviewed for having handed out a sustainability prize to a 
private earth and straw builder (for interview schedule, see appendix 5). 

Sampling interviews municipalities 
The first municipality I interviewed about the building permit process in general was sampled 
simply based on accessibility, as I work at another department at the same municipality. The 
purpose of this interview was simply for me to get an improved understanding of the building 
permit process and the regulations that apply. As only one municipality was asked these 
questions the answers provided will not be considered a representative sample, but rather 
informative comments on different stages of the process. 
 
The second municipality was interviewed as it came to my knowledge during interviewing 
that they handed out their sustainability prize to a private earth and straw bale builder. As 
this particular municipality seem to have taken such a clear positive stand for these houses it 
was considered interesting to hear their thoughts and motivation for doing so. 

Step 4. Compilation and analysis of empirical data 
All answers to the questionnaires were exported into Excel and compiled depending on 
topic; suitable charts have been made to illustrate quantifiable data. The statements 
provided have been grouped depending on the information provided by the respondent 
rather than to which specific questions the answer was provided. The common themes found 
in the results from the questionnaire were then further analysed in transcripts from the 
interviews, as all interviewees also have answered the questionnaire. 
 
The background information provided by the builders in the questionnaire also provided the 
possibility of a geographical map over which municipalities the participants in this study have 
built their earthen or straw bale homes (see picture 1). 
 
The transcripts from the interviews and the data collected from the questionnaires have been 
analysed with focus on drivers, barriers and strategies for overcoming barriers, as well as 
possible lock-ins in the current regime. Key themes were identified around which the results 
of the research have been structured (see chapter 5).  
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Validity and reliability 
In terms of reliability for this research it will be argued that this study can be replicated in the 
sense that the method is well documented so that the research design can be copied by 
another researcher, i.e. using the same keywords, criterias for sampling, questionnaires and 
interview schedule as in this thesis. Provided that a replication of the study would be made 
within a fairly short period of time, as the circumstances for the builders in terms of 
regulations, social setting and other conditions are likely to change over time and with the 
political landscape, the results will be argued to have a high degree of reliability. 

I will argue that this thesis has strong internal validity. This research seeks to investigate the 
experiences of builders to find drivers and barriers and the method chosen has provided 
those experiences told in the informants’ own words. There has been opportunities for the 
participants to expand on and bring up topics and issues other than those included in the 
interview schedule when they have felt like doing so. They were also specifically asked if 
there was anything else they wanted to add or that they thought was missing from the 
interview schedule. Using the questionnaire and semi-structured interviews to explore the 
experiences of the builders had provided information suitable to identify barriers and drivers 
for innovative sustainable building from the builder's perspective.  

Regarding external validity, it is likely that the results and conclusions drawn in this thesis 
are valid for other types of innovative small scale building. The results and conclusions show 
structural and normative barriers that might also be relevant for  larger actors in the building 
industry. However, as the power, resources and strategies might differ substantially for 
bigger actors such as building companies, the external validity for those actors might be 
less, even if they operate within a niche segment. 

Potential ethical issues 
I do not see any  particular danger or risk for the participants in my research. My focus is to 
gather information about what types of houses they have built, why they have chosen this 
particular building method and their experiences, both from the building process and contact 
with regulating authorities. I do not gather any other personal information about the 
participants or even the exact location of their houses (the geographical mapping is only at 
the level of municipality), meaning that it is not possible to identify individuals or particular 
houses from the results or conclusions. 
 
When undertaking telephone interviews I have asked for consent to record the conversation 
and informed the participants that the recordings will only be listened to by me for 
transcription, as well as that the answers they provide will be part of this thesis. No 
participant asked to be anonymous, however care has been taken not to disclose any 
personal or sensitive information about the participants to ensure not to expose any 
information that could lead to the identification of any individual participant. As personal 
information or details about specific houses or their location will not be disclosed or have 
even been collected for the thesis, I do not see the information gathered in the questionnaire 
or interviews as putting the participants at any risk. 
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It is of importance to avoid asking leading questions to ensure unbiased results (Bryman 
2016). The questions asked were therefore shaped to avoid guiding topics of interest in the 
answers or disclosing my own opinions. None of the questions entailed words hinting 
towards sustainability, environmental considerations and the like. Instead they were formed 
in the open sense of why they had chosen to build in the way they have and their 
experiences of different parts of the process. 
 
In terms of the relationship between the researcher and the interviewees I do not see any 
particular ethical issues. All the interviews were undertaken in Swedish and informants well 
familiar with and most with their own personal experience from Swedish academia and thus 
had no problem understanding their role as informants to this thesis. However, during the 
interviews I realized that some of them were under the impression that I was researching 
earth and straw houses rather than using them as a case study to learn about the conditions 
for sustainability transitions. A few seemed disappointed that this study will not contribute to 
determine the suitability of earthen building in Sweden. However, I still hope to give 
something back to the participants by providing them with the results and conclusions they 
have contributed to by sending them this thesis. 

 

Data sample 
Following is some background information about the participants in this research. 

Chart 1 - Educational background of Interviewees 

The majority of the interviewees have an educational 
background relating to either building/engineering or 
environmental sciences or both. 
Source: Semi-structured interviews with builders 

 
 

Questionnaire 1: builders 
Questionnaire 1 was filled out by 22 builders with approved building permits between 1995 
and 2016 divided over 12 permanent residences, 3 vacation homes and 7 accessory 
buildings (ekonomibyggnader) (see picture 1 for geographical spread).  
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52.4% stated that they have only built one house out of earth, straw or other natural 
materials and 45.5 % of respondents stated that this is the first house that they have built 
overall (including all types of building materials and techniques, conventional as well as 
alternative).  
 

Chart 2 - Number of earthen and/or straw buildings that the 
 respondents have built in Sweden 

The chart shows the number of earth and straw houses that the respondents 
to questionnaire 1 have built. It does not include houses they have built using 
other materials. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 

 
Out of the 28.6% that have built more than 3 houses using these techniques, 14.3% stated 
that they work professionally with these materials as their main occupation. 
 
The majority of the respondents (see chart 3b) is part of some kind of network or group that 
relates to building with these materials. Social media groups seem to be the main forum for 
finding information, networking and giving and receiving advice. However, social media has 
been the main media used to spread the questionnaire and therefore it is not surprising that 
the respondents state that they are part of social media groups.  

Questionnaire 2: professionals and researchers 
The questionnaire for professionals and researchers (see appendix 2 for outline of the 
questionnaire) unfortunately only received 5 responses, even though it was sent out directly 
to numerous more. Nevertheless, the questionnaire still provided some interesting 
information and comments relevant for the conclusions of this thesis. 

All the respondents in questionnaire 2 have connections to Lerbyggeföreningen, either as a 
member or a previous member. 
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Chart 3a - Number of respondents that are members of any  
group, network or association that relates to earth or straw building 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 

 
Chart 3b - Group, network or association relating to earthen or  
straw building that the respondents are members of 
The builders listed all the groups, networks and associations that they found 
relevant, therefore the same participant may be counted in numerous groups. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 
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Interviews with municipalities 
The two municipalities that were interviewed were interviewed for different reasons and 
contributed with different perspectives. 

Upplands Väsby Municipality 
The building permit department at Upplands Väsby kommun (Interview K) was interviewed to 
get the perspective of the building permit handlers on the building permit process (see 
appendix 4 for interview schedule). Two building permit handlers took part in the interview 
and according to their knowledge no building permit for an earth or straw house have been 
provided or applied for in Upplands Väsby municipality. 

Hudiksvalls Municipality 
Hudiksvall municipality was interviewed (Interview L) as it became known during one of the 
interviews that the municipality had given their sustainability prize to an earth and straw 
builder for their house. No representative from the planning or building department was 
interviewed. The interview schedule is provided in appendix 5. 
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Illustration 4 - Geographic representation of municipalities 

Showing the geographical spread of municipalities and type of building permit represented in this thesis. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1. Map made by Lars Fors 
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Chapter 5 - Results 
The following results are based on the data from the questionnaire for the builders (see 
appendix 1 for outline) and the semi-structured interviews (see appendix 3 for interview 
schedule) with the builders. This section has been structured in sections around common 
themes found in the data divided into drivers and barriers.  

Illustration 5 - Overview themes for results 

Outline of major themes in findings. 

 
Drivers 
There are some common themes around which all the participants talk when asked why they 
have chosen  this particular way of building and what they see as beneficial about it; 
Environmental sustainability, economics, indoor environment and independence/freedom. 

Environmental sustainability 
As can be seen in chart 5,  the main driver for building houses this way is the aim for 
sustainability. The main reason for the majority (all but one) of interviewees to build this way 
is sustainability. Using environmentally friendly materials with as little impact on climate and 
the environment, as well as for people, during the whole life cycle is a common theme 
through all of the interviews. The participants come back to this argument repeatedly in 
relation to many of the questions. For example, it is mentioned as the reason why the 
respondents became interested in building with these materials, why they chose to build 
their homes with them, what is beneficial about building this way, as well as in relation to 
what they think about building with these materials in general in Sweden  (Interview D, 
Interview A, Interview E, Interview H, Interview G). All builders interviewed have spent a vast 
amount of time on learning about sustainable building, materials, construction alternatives, 
energy, life cycle impact of the materials, transportation and so on. One critique that is 
expressed is the building industry's tendency to highjack the eco concept and using it for 
marketing products as “green” or “eco” without considering the whole life cycle of the product 
(Interview D).  
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Chart 4 - Reasons for building with earth and straw 

This question was simply asked in the open manner “Why have you chosen 
to build with these materials?” in the questionnaire, allowing the 
respondents to write a long text reply. The categories in chart 5 have been 
created based on the free text answers in questionnaire 1. The value is 
representing the number of of respondents that mentioned this category as 
a reason for building with these materials. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 

 
 
As mentioned in chapter 5, there are different aspects to take into consideration when talking 
about the sustainability of buildings. That building regulations only considers isolation values 
or the energy necessary when the house is in use is criticized by the builders;  
 

“Today a concrete house with thick plastic insulation can be called an 
eco-house, because it's only the energy used while you live in it that is 
considered, not at all taking into account the materials or how much energy 
the materials have needed to be produced” (Interview D).  

 
That the energy requirements only take into account the energy used to warm a house, not 
the energy necessary to process material, transportation or building the house is mentioned 
as a problem, not only because it makes it more difficult to build an earthen home that fulfill 
these requirements, but also because it does not serve its purpose (Interview F, Interview D, 
Interview A). The point of these requirements must be to limit the energy consumption for 
heating the house, which according to the interviewed builders (Interview F) and one of the 
professional builders in questionnaire 2 (appendix 2) is not the only aspect that should be 
considered. The heat storage capacity of the earthen walls are argued to have a big enough 
impact on the energy needed to maintain a comfortable indoor climate to compensate for the 
lesser isolation capacity and should therefore also be considered in the calculation of how 
energy efficient a building is while in use.  
 
Whether the argument that the heat storage capacity is compensating for the low isolation 
properties is valid or not has not been investigated. However, the argument that the whole 
life cycle of the house should be considered when determining how environmental 
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sustainability of a house is not controversial. The building industry is increasingly 
incorporating life cycle assessment (LCA) as part of their sustainability work and Boverket 
(2016 and 2017) has also put forward initiatives to adapt building regulations to the national 
sustainability goals. There are also initiatives such as Byggvarubedömningen that is an 
industry association and system for evaluation of the whole life cycle of building products 
(Byggvarubedömningen 2017). 
 
For many of the participants the strive for sustainability goes much further than just the 
building of their home. It is also part of an ambition to transition to a more sustainable 
lifestyle over all (Interview A, Interview D, Intervju I).  

“This has been a transition, to get more time over for other things. We want 
to be self-providing as much as possible, start to grow (foods) when the 
house is done. So this is more than just a house, it is a life journey” 
(Interview D).  

“It is a holistic concept, natural building, permaculture and the transition 
movement.. you are aiming for something else than to run around like a 
headless chicken (springa i hetshjulet)” (Interview A).  

They explain how building with these materials makes them feel good about the fact that 
they have built a house with a small carbon footprint and that they won't leave behind a lot of 
waste for others to take care of (Interview E, Interview I, Interview D), that they in that way 
have contributed to a more sustainable world. In this aspect, the builders clearly identify 
themselves as acting as frontrunners in the sustainability transition process. 

As has been explained above, sustainability is the main driver for building with these 
materials among the participants. Sustainability, both in terms of environmental, social and 
economic aspects is also seen as the main driver for developing the use of these materials 
for building in Sweden (questionnaire 1, appendix 1 and questionnaire 2, appendix 2). It is 
repeatedly pointed out however, that this is only true as long as the builders continue to use 
methods that focus on using local materials where processing is kept to a minimum. 
Earth/clay is a limited resource that should not be exploited so that the clay minerals are 
ruined (questionnaire 2, appendix 2). As long as the clay is kept in its natural composition 
and mixed only with other organic and mineral materials that naturally would end up on the 
ground, the clay can be returned to ground it came from when the building is to be 
demolished. Industrialised products where the earth is processed so that it loses its natural 
composition and properties, in combination with likely increase of transportation, is less 
desirable from a sustainability perspective.  

Indoor environment 
There are three main arguments that relates to the indoor climate that is put forward in the 
questionnaires and interviews; that the materials are clean, that it regulates humidity and 
temperature and that the walls absorbs noise. 
 
That the materials are seen as “clean”, “sound”, “healthy” or “human friendly” (stated by five 
of the respondents in questionnaire 1, see appendix 1) refers to it being a natural material 
free from insanitary substances. Because earth and straw does not require any artificial 
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plasters, fillers or glue it is argued that using these materials is not only a sustainability 
benefit but also contributing to a healthier indoor climate. (Professionals and researchers, 
appendix 2). “Unnatural materials, chemicals, they are harmful for the environment but also 
for those who live there” (in a house made of those materials) (Interview G). Another 
respondent argued that “I don’t leave any crap behind when the house falls apart” 
(questionnaire 1 see appendix 1), referring to that the materials used don´t need to be 
processed, purified or even transported anywhere before being put back in nature. 
 
Clay has the ability to absorb and release humidity and store heat, making the walls 
“breathe” and provide a comfortable indoor climate (Minke 2012, questionnaire 2 see 
appendix 2). This is argued by the builders (Interview F, Interview C, questionnaire 2 see 
appendix 2) to not only provide comfort, but also energy efficiency as the need for heating 
and cooling of the house decreases.However, it is possible to achieve these beneficial 
properties by putting clay plaster on any type of indoor wall (Interview F, Interview C). 

Economics/Independence 
Another reason for building with these materials is because they are cheap and easily 
available. Economic incentives have proven to be an important driver for using these 
materials among the respondents (questionnaire 1 see appendix 1). Straw is a waste 
product from agriculture and often available almost for free (questionnaire 1 see appendix 1). 
Earth can often be retrieved from the plot or be provided by a local farmer. The builders in 
general strive to use materials that are natural and locally accessible, as well as to re-use or 
take advantage of waste products as part of limiting the environmental burden of the house 
(see paragraph about environmental sustainability above). The low price for earth and straw 
in combination with them being suitable for self builders with limited experience, is stated as 
the reason for using these materials by five respondents to questionnaire 1 (appendix 1) and 
by 6 of the interviewees (appendix 3). Some also explain that it is part of a down cycling 
process of living a less capital intensive life and a transition to a sustainable lifestyle 
(Interview D, Interview A, Interview E). The will to avoid having to take loans from the bank 
(Interview A, Interview B, Interview D) is also related to a discussion about independence 
and freedom. There is an explicit will to be able to manage without depending on 
industrialised products or having to hire someone for building or repairing their homes 
(Interview I, Interview J, Interview E). In that sense the earthen and straw bale builders are 
not only working for a transition to sustainability, their answers also show a resistance 
against mass produced, energy intensive building, as well as industrialisation, banks and 
capitalist structures. 

Social sustainability 
It is also argued by the builders that building homes with earth and straw is contributing to 
social sustainability because the materials are cheap and easily accessible and fairly easy to 
build with even without previous experience; it becomes possible for people that would 
otherwise have been unable to afford to build their own home (Interview A, Interview D). 
Another aspect is that if you build the house yourself with materials extracted locally, the 
builder is also able to maintain and repair the house without depending on capital or having 
to hire a professional (Interview J, Interview I, interview G). This will depend on the builder 
having the ability to put in the working hours rather than paying for labour. According to one 
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respondent, being able to build your own house without having to depend on a bank loan is 
a question of democracy (Interview A). “It is sustainable and anyone can do it and it can be 
very affordable, even vulnerable groups can do it, so it is a good alternative” (Interview A). It 
is common that these houses are built in groups of volunteers or in the form of a course led 
by one or a few with experience, while the rest are learning the technique. Cooperating in 
groups by building in local materials is also seen as including and building community. “..it 
could be good for so many things, for the climate, for integration, public benefit and bring 
sense of community” (Interview D). This is confirmed by Lindberg (2002) who also discusses 
the possible social benefits of building with local materials and traditional techniques, in 
terms of local jobs, community and preservation of traditional building methods in her thesis 
‘Gjort av jord’. 

Barriers 
Barriers identified from the interviews can be organized around common themes; agents and 
authorities, institutions and regulations, lack of knowledge and experience, time, prejudice 
and gender inequality. 

Agents and authorities 
The experiences from dealing with the authorities vary widely from builder to builder, as can 
be seen in chart 6. Regardless of experience, it has become evident that the contact with the 
municipality is of great importance.  

One of the most evident barriers in terms of dealing with the authorities is time. The 
municipalities have a guarantee time of 10 weeks within which the building permits 
application should be turned back to the applicant (Interview with Upplands Väsby 
municipality, appendix 4). However, some of the respondents have experienced a 
turnaround time of over a year (Interview A, Interview I). That the administrative process is 
taking so long not only creates frustration, it can also have dramatic consequences for the 
builder’s financial situation and private life. Many who have bought a plot to self build their 
permanent residence while simultaneously working somewhere else have had to arrange 
temporary living arrangements and are stuck with extra costs for accommodation until they 
can move into their new house. Depending on the standard of the temporary living 
arrangements, in combination with the stress of building a house in the spare hours outside 
their normal working hours, this can cause a lot of stress on their private life and financial 
situation (Interview I, Interview D, Interview A). Even though the municipality is suppose to 
guarantee service within the 10 weeks, it seems as if they do not manage to fulfil this 
requirement within a reasonable time, this does not have any consequences for the 
municipality or the building permit handler, while it is difficult for the builder to enforce their 
right (Interview K, Interview I, Interview A).  

“They took a whole damn year, they have a service guarantee of 10 weeks 
and then it takes them a whole year to deal with the application and to 
conclude that no, we do not think you should be provided a planning 
decision” (Interview A).  

That the municipality have the authority to grant or withhold permission to start building 
provides them with great influence over the builder's personal life and private economy and 
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makes them an important actor in the sustainability transition process in the building regime. 

It is also clear that the attitude of the  builders toward the authorities in general vary. Some 
have for example expressed opinions that the municipality have no business telling people 
how they should build their homes (Interview C, questionnaire 1 appendix 1) and see them 
as obstructing their lives. However, this is not a general theme in the interviews or 
questionnaires. 

Chart 5 - Builder's experience of contact with the municipality 

There is a clear disparity between the builders’ experiences from dealing 
with the municipality. The relationships between builders and individuals at 
the municipality are important for the builders’ experience of the whole 
building project. 
Source: Semi-structured interviews with builders 

 

A topic that is more prominent however is building permit handlers that claim that things are 
not allowed or that they are forbidden even though there is no support for this in the law or 
regulations  (Interview D, Interview F). Managers and building permit handlers 
(bygglovshandläggare) seem convinced that there are legal requirements for building a 
certain way or using certain materials because it is the norm or described in Svensk 
Standard (Interview F, Interview D). However, these are only recommendations, put together 
by the industry associations (Interview F). It then becomes up to the individual builder to 
question and demand that the building permit handler find support for the claims in the law or 
regulations, a process that might be time consuming, frustrating and challenging depending 
on the experience and knowledge of the builder and the attitude of the building permit 
handler. As explained by one participant, the better relationship you have with the 
municipality the easier it is to get heard and get them to reevaluate their opinion (Interview 
D, Interview F). 
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“You have to take some battles. Like with the bathroom (...) the better 
dialogue you have with the municipality, for us the quality manager (KA 
ansvarig) and the building permit handler (bygglovshandläggare) came to 
the building site and asked about the bathroom, because it is required to 
have a sealing layer. No, is it a requirement or a recommendation? Yes, it 
is a requirement, isn't it? No, I do not agree, I cannot find anywhere that it 
is a requirement. And then they became insecure. Saying that it must be 
possible to insure the house, but then I should discuss this with the 
insurance company (...) so then it became a question about insurance, but 
they started by saying that it was a requirement and then it turned into that 
they just wanted it to be good for us (...)” (Interview D). 

Another experience of the builders is that building permit handlers sometimes require 
documents or prints in the building permit process that is not relevant for the assessment of 
whether a building permit should be approved . For example some municipalities demand 
constructional prints or specifications of materials even though the building permit process 
should evaluate this (Interview G, Interview H, Interview C). As explained by the two building 
permit handlers in interview K: 

“Well it is humans that approve building permits and therefore different 
assessments are made, but it is PBL that it should be based on and the 
goal is to achieve a concordant understanding of PBL, but that is not how it 
is, it depends on how up to date you are with court cases, with PBL and 
how professional you are in your role as building permit handler, because 
there are handlers that way overstep their authority (...) many believe that 
they have great freedom to demand what they want (...). [The building 
permit assessment should include] what mediates how big a house 
becomes, how high a house becomes, placement, what it will look like and 
how it will be used (...) [the building permit] is not a technical assessment, it 
is simply an assessment of form, colour and material effect. But we do 
review the documents and if there is something that we see as unrealistic, 
we might ask for something that is realistic (...) but you always have to be 
able to motivate every [document] that you demand (...) if you require 
changes you have to be able to motivate them…” (Interview K, building 
permit handlers at Upplands Väsby municipality). 

Thus, construction prints and discussions about building materials should only become 
relevant as part of the technical assessment, later in the building process, when the building 
permit is already approved. The results found in this thesis show that handling of building 
permits is arbitrary and further underlines the importance of the relationship between 
applicant and handler, which is also confirmed by the quote from the municipality 
representative above. 

Another obstacle that is brought up is that building permit handlers are sometimes unsure 
about what rules that actually apply and that they are unable to guide the builders in their 
process (Interview B) or that they become insecure and then prefer to not approve rather 
than take the time to investigate the suitability of a proposal (Interview A). Another 
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experience is that the municipality give answers to questions or provides information that 
later in the process proves not to be correct or that they later do not stand by (Interview A). 
This insecurity concerning what is actually regulated and what is required to get your ideas 
approved is seen as a barrier for innovative ways of building, especially since the builders do 
not feel like the employees at the municipality stand by their word or even themselves know 
what regulations that actually apply or how a private builder can show that unconventional or 
unstandardised materials also can fulfil the requirements. This creates a sense that it is safer 
to make the building plans seem as standardised and conventional as possible (Interview G, 
Interview D, Interview B), rather than having an open discussion with the municipality. 

There seems to be a lack of cooperation within municipalities between sustainability officials 
and building permit handlers (Interview L, this is however based on only one interviewed 
municipality and should be further investigated to be validated). This municipality has 
created a sustainability prize to draw attention to sustainability initiatives, which was handed 
out to an earth and straw builder for sustainable building. The theme of the year was 
sustainable building, however the planning or building permit department was not involved. 
Which of the nominees that won the prize was decided by a public vote based on a 
presentation provided by the sustainability strategists responsible for the prize. According to 
the interviewee, the sustainability strategists do not have any pronounced or structured form 
of cooperation with the planning or building department regarding sustainable building. 
Regarding the municipality’s responsibility and ability to promote and facilitate sustainable 
building the respondent explains that the municipality does not have any authority to enforce 
anything that is not stated in the law. Moreover, since many  builders have already set their 
mind on a prefab house or have a clear idea about what they want to build when they 
contact the municipality, the building permit process might be a bit too late to be able to 
influence choices of materials and building methods. Rather it would be preferable to reach 
those searching for a plot and that might not already have made up their mind about the type 
of house they want to build. However, the respondent also explains that the municipality 
does not have the knowledge or capacity to guide private builders in how to make 
sustainable building choices for example. This competence and mentorship will have to 
come from somewhere else, other than the municipality. 

There are two different strategies among the builders that have been part of this thesis 
regarding how they chose to deal the authorities. One of the strategies basically consists of 
having as little as possible to do with them, as well as convey as little as possible about any 
non conventional parts of the house. Examples include keeping the size small enough to 
avoid certain regulations or having to apply for permits (Interview B, Interview C) or actively 
pretending that it is a conventional house that is being built both in communication with the 
municipality, but also with insurance companies and the bank (Interview G, Interview C). The 
other strategy has been the opposite, meaning that the builder has from the beginning 
chosen to sell their concept as a sustainability project for the municipality, trying to involve 
them as much as possible (Interview D, Interview H, interview E). This strategy includes 
spending time and energy to convince the building permit handlers and others that this will 
help the municipality to progress in their sustainability work and that they just need to be 
provided with enough evidence and arguments to feel confident that the materials and 
construction method is fulfilling the requirements and that their goals and aims are 
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reasonable (Interview D). Some of the builders describe that once the municipality has been 
convinced that the project is not such a bad idea, they have turned around completely, 
leaving skepticism behind and instead become quite engaged in trying to contribute to the 
project (Interview D, Interview I).  One of the respondents to questionnaire 1 (appendix 1) 
described how she experienced the building permit process as changing from “being 
declared an idiot to the building permits handler standing on my side of the barricades in the 
end”. One of the participants that had received the support of the municipality in the form of 
guidance and positive feedback said that when dealing with the municipality it should be 
remembered that their job is to help you as a builder, however it might not be necessary or 
even beneficial to talk too much about the materials or building method as it might result in 
skepticism (Interview D). When asked about what advice they would like to give to others 
that wish to build a house in a similar way, it is mentioned again that it might be better to 
focus on the fact that you are planning to build a house with eco isolation rather than that 
proclaiming that it is a house made out of mud and straw to avoid having to spend time 
convincing the municipality, bank or insurance company that building a house out of mud 
and straw is more wise than what is illustrated in the saga Three little pigs where a little bit of 
blowing is all that is necessary to make the house fall apart (Interview D, Interview G). 

The experience of the municipality as not open to discussing innovative or unconventional 
ways to build is creating barriers and lock-ins in the sense that it becomes unnecessarily 
difficult to try new ideas without being able to provide proof or test results for one specific 
material. However, as mentioned by one of the respondents to questionnaire 2 (appendix 2) 
it might be easier to show the benefits by ‘special’ building permits or projects on a smaller 
scale, like Attefallshus for example. This could also be an alternative for young people with 
little capital to build small houses with cheap local materials, as putting in the labour hours to 
self-build might be more feasible than finding the capital to buy a house or pay an 
entrepreneur. 

Institutions and regulations 
The majority of the builders did not find it complicated to insure their house and most of them 
stated that they did not have any discussion with the insurance company on how the house 
was built or what materials have been used (chart 7).  
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Chart 6 - How the respondents experienced the process of 
getting their house insured 
Out of those that have chosen Other as their response to this question, 2 
are not yet finished with building their house and currently only have a 
temporary insurance for the building period. The remaining 1 person has 
not been part of the insurance process for that particular house. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 

  
 
However, those that had a discussion with the insurance companies about construction 
methods and building materials responded Difficult / Complicated to this question, even 
though all that wanted to managed to get their house insured. One of the respondents had to 
contact numerous insurance companies before finding one that was willing to insure her 
house for a reasonable price. For example, one insurance company agreed to insure the 
house, but explained that it would fall under the category of castle (Interview I). Others 
mentioned the insurance company requiring a sealing layer in the bathroom as a 
complicating factor (Interview D, Interview G). One insurance company explained the issue 
was not that they were unwilling to insure the house, the problem was that they found it 
difficult to estimate its value, as well as the cost of rebuilding it in case the insurance would 
have to cover that type event (Interview I). This was complicated by the fact that the house 
was built by the homeowner in unconventional methods, meaning that labor costs for 
building the house were found to be complicated to estimate. 
 
The insurance companies try to engage with housebuilders early in the building process by 
offering free consultation on how the house should be built, for example providing advice 
and guidelines on the construction of the bathroom (Interview D). The experience of the 
builders is that the insurance companies do attempt to pressure the builders to build 
according to the conventional industry standards and that they feel reluctant to invite them to 
come and have a look at the house before it is completed to avoid having trouble insuring 
the house (Interview G, Interview D). The strategy is rather to avoid having a discussion with 
the insurance companies about building materials and alternatives to the current building 
norm and instead present the house as any other newly built house that fulfils all the 
necessary requirements (Interview H, Interview G). 
 
Even though most had the strategy of not telling that the house was built with unconventional 
materials, one said to be a little bit worried that this might result in problems if they ever 
needed to use their insurance (Interview G). However, the same respondent explained that 
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this would probably only be an issue in the event of water damage, as other probable events 
such as fire or a break- in would not be complicated by the building material, as straw walls 
have been tested and certified to fulfil fire safety requirements. This was a risk that the 
respondent felt was not too worrying as a water leak would only create limited damage on 
the house and that since the respondent had built it it, the respondent also felt confident to 
also be able to repair it without relying on the insurance company. However, if the argument 
from the insurance company is not whether the house can be insured or not, but rather that 
the cost for rebuilding it because of unconventional building methods, then this way of 
reasoning might backfire on the houseowner as the compensation might not be accurate as 
they will have been calculated for a conventional house. 
 
Comments made by professionals and researchers (questionnaire professionals and 
researchers, appendix 2) on current building regulations and norms show that there are 
barriers to building with unconventional methods and materials in the sense that focus is on 
constructions that are adapted to certain products rather than properties or qualities of what 
is built. Moreover, industry recommendations for certain products is also shaping education, 
as illustrated by the story told by a sustainability strategist at the municipality that was part of 
a jury when construction students presented their projects in sustainable solutions for 
building:  

“It was obvious what information they had received, if it was an supplier of 
a certain ventilation system, well then all the students presented that 
same solution, in relation to change [to sustainability] one can imagine 
that it is in education of builders and engineers, that those who are 
trained to build, that they get knowledge about different alternatives and 
that it is possible to build in different ways. I think that is important (...) I 
felt a little bit sad about that, (...) that it was so limited” (Interview L). 

One example that is repeatedly mentioned is norm of using sealing layers in bathrooms, 
which is often required by insurance companies. The purpose is to prevent water damage 
from humidity and water from showering, as well as in the case of water leaks. However, 
having sealing layers in combination with clay is highly unadvisable according to the builders 
(questionnaire 1 see appendix 1, questionnaire 2 see appendix 2 and Interview F, Interview 
H) as it barriers the clay's natural physical properties as a humidity buffer and will create 
problems with mould. This is argued to be the result of lack of knowledge about this material. 
Other examples are employees at insurance companies claiming that straw bales homes are 
fire hazardous, even though they have been tested and proved otherwise by several 
institutions (Questionnaire 1 see appendix 1). Another critique is that Swedish building 
norms are solely considering the isolating values of the material, neglecting to consider other 
properties or construction methods that might prove to be equally effective in terms of 
energy efficiency (questionnaire 2 see appendix 2). One example mentioned is how “hybrid 
building” with the heat storage capacity of earth or cordwood walls towards the south and 
straw walls with high isolating capacity towards north could offer highly energy efficient 
results, as well as make the building methods more attractive for self building.  

It is continuously argued by the respondents that the more knowledge you have about the 
materials and the building regulations, the easier it is, because then it is possible to 
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understand what the requirements actually mean, as well as argue that the materials fulfill 
the requirements (Interview D, Interview H, Questionnaire 1 and 2). For example, regarding 
the fire resistance classification, the requirement is that the house should be built according 
to a certain class of fire resistance.  

“The conventional solution is to have double plasterboard, but I have 5 - 10 
cm of clay plaster. Well yes, then I understand that my house is very fire 
resistant. So learn a lot about the materials, the construction (...) because if 
you read from Boverket, PBL and such, then it is not so easy to understand 
and they refer to the industry, because it is the building industry that knows 
according to them.” (Interview D). 

The builders experience of access to information on how to build in order to meet current 
building requirements is that according to the majority neither easy or difficult (8/22) or clear 
and easily accessible (3/22) (see chart 8). According to my interpretation of the answers 
provided, most of the respondents find it clear what is required and even how to fulfil those 
requirements, even though they sometimes point out that they do not find the regulations 
themselves to be appropriate or purposeful (Interview C, Interview F). Five out of the 22 
respondents have stated that it is unclear and difficult to find information and in the answers 
provided, it also seems as if even though they find information on what the requirements are, 
they still find it unclear what it means in practice or whether it is actually a requirement or a 
recommendation (Interview B). Another interviewee points out that even though the building 
regulations might be easily available, the language used in them could be more accessible 
(Interview E). Another critique is that Swedish building norms should consider and include 
the old proven building techniques and be more flexible, as well as maybe consider the 
energy source used to warm up the building (questionnaire 2 see appendix 2). What is 
asked for is a more holistic view on building and the properties and life cycle of materials. 
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Chart 7 - How the respondents experienced access to 
information on how to build in order to fulfil current 
building requirements 
Out of those that have chosen the alternative Not relevant/Other all 
but one had not had a building permit process for their house or not 
themselves been part of it. 
Source: Data from questionnaire 1 

 
 
There does not seem to be any correlation between building experience or number of 
houses built with these techniques and how clear and accessible the builders find the 
building regulations. Many made comments explaining that there is very little “official” 
information or guidelines (normally provided by institutions such as Boverket, SIS (Swedish 
standards institute) or equivalent), about building with earth and straw and that it is not clear 
what is allowed (Intervju I, Interview B, Interview G). Such standards are available for 
building with earth in Germany, the UK and the US for example where building with earth 
and straw is more common, as pointed out by some in questionnaire 1 (appendix 1). In the 
lack of such standards, they rely mostly on information from the internet where the source 
and the experience of the writer might be difficult for the reader to evaluate. There is the 
possibility to suggest to SIS what standards should be available and to influence what the 
standards should contain (SIS 2017). This is something that the Swedish Earthen builders 
association (Lerbyggeföreningen) could engage to promote the acceptance of these 
materials. However, no such initiatives have been made by the association and according to 
their current chairman it is because the association is small and the work required would be 
too vast, even though they claim that there is a need for it (email conversation with 
Lerbyggeföreningen 2017-05-11). 

Lack of knowledge and experience  
Another barrier is that there is a lack of access to qualified professionals to contract or ask 
for advice for these types of buildings (interview C, Interview B, Interview I, Interview D, 
Interview F). According to the builders, earth and straw building is still a very rare niche for 
professionals in Sweden and this is explained as a complicating factor, as there is almost no 
one to ask for advice and if you ask a conventional contractor they often have less 
experience and knowledge than the private builder. The same situation has been mentioned 
when going to hardware stores to buy complementary products for the house, such as paint 
and the like (Interview D) that there is no point in discussing what might be suitable on these 
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materials because the staff have no idea about what to recommend. The result is that many 
feel that they are having to invent solutions and work with trial and error when building, 
which is experienced as fun but also a highly time consuming process (Interview G, 
Interview C, Interview I). 
 
It is argued that there is a need for more professional craftsmen that master these materials 
and that there is a lack of education in the technique (Interview F, Interview C, Interview G). 
There have been some attempts start courses in earthen building, however, the interest from 
schools to host such education has been low (Interview F). This is a complicating factor as 
there is a lack of people to consult or hire for building projects using these materials 
(Interview C, Interview F, Interview I). 

It is also pointed out that natural building materials should have a more prominent role in 
education for engineers, architects and similar professions. As it is one of the most common 
building materials in the world (Interview F, Interview D), it is rather strange that it is almost 
completely excluded from these types of educations. Even if the participants in general have 
chosen to build the house themselves (all but one of the interviewees are self builders) it is 
creating problems when there is a need to hire professionals for the plumbing or electricity, 
to produce construction prints or to have a vetting of the house. When these professionals 
come to work on a house that is built in materials that are completely new to them and that 
they might not even have heard of, it not only creates complications for how to solve 
practical issues due to lack of experience; it also creates highly skeptical reactions and 
discussions focused on questioning the choice of building materials rather than on how to 
best solve the practical issues the professional was hired to solve (Interview F). 

Time 
Time is an important aspect for most of the self builders. Since all of the participants have 
other jobs and have built their house on their spare time, this limits the hours they can spend 
on completing their home. Since the regulations in PBL (Plan- och Bygglagen) changed in 
2011 you are no longer allowed to live in the house until it is completely finished and the 
municipality have approved the completion of the house (Interview G). This puts extra 
pressure on the self builders as they are required to keep a temporary accommodation for a 
much longer period of time than in old PBL. The extra pressure is felt regarding financial 
costs as well as time, since they have to travel back and forth between work, the building 
site and their accommodation. Living adjacent to the building site saves time and money, as 
well as makes it easier to build on the house even when only shorter time slots are available 
(Interview E, Interview C, Interview I). 

Another time restriction is that the building permit states that the house should be completed 
within a set number of years of receiving the building permit (Interview J). Many of the self 
builders have been building for much longer and state that it has been important for them to 
be able to take their time if they are to earn enough money to afford it and manage without 
bank loans (Interview J, Interview I, questionnaire 1 see appendix 1). The requirement to 
complete the house within a few years puts extra stress on the self builders and push them 
towards having to hire help to manage on time. 

Another aspect of the time limitation is the fact that these builders are exploring innovative 
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ways to sustainable building and that there is no manual on how this should be done exactly. 
Many (Interview J, Interview I, Interview D) emphasise the importance of taking your time to 
think things through and try things out, especially since they have chosen to build in an 
innovative way with unfamiliar materials. Having the time to explore and think about different 
ways of solving problems becomes even more important, considering that they are not only 
using innovative materials, it is also the first time that the majority of the participants are 
building anything at all (questionnaire 1 see appendix 1 and chart 2). 

Furthermore, reusing materials, as has been the ambition of many of the builders (Interview 
A, Interview B, Interview D, Interview E, Interview I), also requires more time than ordering or 
producing new as you have to search for and sometimes wait for the parts you need to 
become available. Often this also includes disassembling parts of an old building or 
spending time on renovating old windows, doors or cleaning bricks for example (Interview D, 
Interview C, Interview I). 

Prejudice and Gender inequality 
Two builders have experienced difficulties and prejudice for being women (Interview J, 
Interview I), not only from friends, acquaintances and tradesmen in the building industry but 
also from the municipality and the bank. They were under the impression that it was not only 
provoking that they were not professional builders trying to build their own house, but also 
that they were single women thinking they can take on an innovative building project on their 
own, without hiring professional help or being accompanied by a man. For example, one 
expressed a sense of not being taken seriously and that administrators at the municipality 
and the bank took for granted that they were not going to succeed and most likely not even 
go ahead and start the building project (Interview I). According to one respondent (Interview 
J), men have a more self-evident authority in the context of building and don't get questioned 
as much. 

“They [older male tradesmen] have laughed at me and thought it was 
pretty stupid, and they didn't believe in the clay either, thought it was 
completely crazy [for her to build in these materials] (...) maybe it would 
have been easier if I had been a man and that is why I haven't talked so 
much about this (...) it has been pretty tiring to fight against this” 
(Interview J).  

Another example is at the first bank that one builder went to to apply for a loan the 
administrator “proclaimed that I was a shame for the building industry to think that I could 
build a house, she had never met me before” (Interview I). Even though the bank eventually 
seemed willing to provide her with a loan given it was with the condition that she hired 
professional help. The builder managed to find another bank that believed more in her and 
her vision for the house. 
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Chart 8 - Gender distribution interviewees 

Two out of four women interviewed expressed having had 
difficulties in the building process because of their gender. No 
questions were asked about this specifically, it came up as part of 
them sharing their experience of the building process and contact 
with agents. 
Source: Semi-structured interviews with builders 

 
Prejudice comes in many forms and many have explained that as an earthen or straw 
builder you are continuously questioned. As explained by one builder (Interview F), “even 
though earth is the most tested building material on earth, it is perceived as a new material 
and technique by most, because it is unknown to them”. The result is that earthen builders 
are questioned not only by friends, family and neighbours, but also by conventional 
tradesmen that you might depend on for certain parts of the building process, like plumbers, 
carpenters or electricians. Even though the material might be completely new to them, they 
still have a tendency to very quickly have strong opinions about the building material and be 
highly critical about the earthen builders, regardless of their experience (Interview F).  

“[This is] a struggle that takes a lot of energy and attention, if this energy 
could go towards trying to build a good house instead… but working 
against each other and this suspiciousness, that is an absolute 
disadvantage” (interview F).  

During the interviews, I have gotten the impression that the builders in general try to avoid 
involving conventional tradesmen and strive to do as much as they possibly can themselves, 
possibly to avoid having to be questioned and judged as incompetent. Having said that, this 
is not true in all provided examples. Some also provide examples of conventional tradesmen 
showing great interest and positive enthusiasm about the materials and expressed 
excitement over getting to work with a new material in new ways (Interview D, Interview H). 

Another example of the prejudice is that straw bale houses are not durable, that they will rot 
or have problems with vermin (Interview E, Interview C, Interview D). Stories on this topic 
told by the builders in the interviews are numerous. One example is the comment made by 
the local farmer delivering straw bales to one builder when he understood what the straw 
bales were going to be used for; “it is going to be a disposable house, that house” (Interview 
D). As suggested by the interviewee who told the story, the tale of Three little pigs might 
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have contributed to the spontaneous skepticism often shown when people hear about straw 
bale houses for the first time. Another example is illustrated by furious neighbours 
complaining that they don't want any straw bale houses in their neighbourhood as “they will 
only stand and rot” (Interview E). This is another reason why builders using non-conventional 
materials or designs might feel reluctant to convey more than necessary about their building 
plans. Neighbours’ approval might be necessary to get the building permit and skeptical 
neighbours might and have caused trouble and complaints for some (Interview A, Interview 
B, Interview E), even though they have all been able to proceed with their houses. 

Comments about the walls becoming homes for mice and bugs are also common (Interview 
C, Interview A, Interview E).  

“I don't tell anyone [that I am building a house of earth and straw]. Then 
they only come with a bunch of stupid questions (...) will it not rot? There 
will be rats? (...) then I ask what they think themselves, if a straw house 
rots don’t you think a wooden house would too?  It’s the same material.” 
(Interview C).  

However, when asked some say that skeptics have changed their mind about the house 
once it is actually standing there and they get to look at the result (Interview C, Interview E, 
Interview G). That visitors are happily surprised and show a lot of interest. 

Strategies to overcome barriers 
There seems to be two main strategies among the builders in dealing with the municipality 
and the building permit process; either they try to promote their house as a sustainability 
project and try to get the municipality on board to support their vision about a sustainable 
house made with local materials (has been successful in some cases, like interview D and 
interview E); or they have the opposite strategy and try to inform the municipality, bank, 
insurance company as little as possible about the house and what is special about it 
(Interview C, Interview G and Interview B). One could have expected that those that have 
little knowledge and that are not familiar with PBL or the building permit process would be 
those trying to convey as little as possible out of fear of being hindered in their ambitions, 
however, this does not seem to be the case. Those who are familiar with the building permit 
process and dealing with official agents, either from their profession or from previous 
building experience, seemed less likely to discuss materials and construction choices than 
those less familiar with these regulators (Interview B, Interview G, questionnaire 1 see 
appendix 1). 

It is common among self builders to organize courses for different stages of the building 
process where different professional builders lead and instruct a group of inexperienced 
participants for a couple of days or a week (Interview A, Interview B, Interview D, Interview 
E, Interview J). The participants either pay for the course or take part as volunteers. This is a 
cheap and efficient way of getting labour for more work intense parts of the building process, 
while simultaneously providing the opportunity for others to learn and try out the material and 
different building methods. Information about these courses are spread in social media such 
as facebook and blogs, as well as pictures of the result and different stages in the process. 
Some have also seen this types of courses as a possibility to invite representatives from the 
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municipality to take part and learn about this often unfamiliar way of building (Interview A, 
Interview I). 

Social media has proven very important for the self builders to share information, 
experiences and organize. As mentioned in the section about the data sample (p. chart 4b), 
social media groups together with Lerbyggeföreningen (Swedish Earthen building 
association) is the most popular among the participants. The groups and networks provide a 
forum for sharing information, which is most commonly used to seek and share advice 
(Interview I, Interview D, Interview C). Knowledge sharing is an important part for most of the 
participants that in general seem quite keen to show their houses to interested people or 
lecture about their house in schools, gatherings or courses (Interview D, Interview F, 
questionnaire 1 see appendix 1). Even though almost all of the interviewees say that the 
amount of information on how to build houses in these materials have been limited and 
difficult to find (Interview E, Interview F, Interview I, Interview J, Interview C), they also state 
that it is improving. The creation of facebook groups for builders and interested people, as 
well as forums and associations are increasing the accessibility of information and to others 
who have relevant experience. They also argued that this is because there are more people 
building with these materials again and that there are more initiatives to collect and gather 
information about the materials, but also about relevant and ongoing projects. It is clear that 
social media has contributed to making communication and organization much easier for the 
builders. Moreover, it has provided the opportunity to share information and experiences with 
other relating groups and segments, such as permaculture, transition movement, 
eco-villages and restorative builders (questionnaire 1, Interview A, Interview B). 
Collaborating with other groups that might provide knowledge about how to create a 
transition to sustainability in other aspects than building confirms that for some of the 
participants, building with earth and straw is part of a wider ambition for change than just 
how to build your home. According to Lawhon and Murphy (2012), actors within 
socio-technical niches attempts to try and find more sustainable alternatives to the 
socio-technical regime. Even though this ambition is not as evident or even true for all the 
builders that have been part of this study, the broad ambition to change their lives to be 
more sustainable shows that the builders are acting as frontrunners pushing for change, 
maybe even trying to affect other regimes than that of building. 
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Chapter 6 - Discussion 
The aim of this mixed method study was to investigate drivers and barriers for sustainability 
transitions in Swedish building. Drawing on the multi-level perspective on socio-technical 
transitions, an actor-oriented research focusing on the experiences of earthen and straw 
bale builders in the socio-technical niche of innovative sustainable building has been 
undertaken. Questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were conducted to learn about 
drivers, barriers and strategies to overcome barriers for innovative sustainable building in 
Sweden. Questionnaires were mainly used to find suitable candidates to interview, as well 
as to provide some quantifiable data to complement the interviews. 

The specific research questions that this thesis aims to answer are: 

● What are the drivers and barriers to innovative ways of sustainable building in 
Sweden? 

o Why have those building earth and straw homes recently in Sweden chosen 
to do so?  

o What is the experience of those who have built with earth and straw in 
Sweden recently?  

o What are the benefits/disadvantages of building homes this way compared to 
conventional building techniques, in the experience of the builders? 

o What strategies do the builders use to overcome barriers to innovative 
building? 

● Using the case of earth and straw, are there any barriers in current regulations and 
operations for a transition to sustainable building practices in Sweden? 
 

The multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions has been a useful tool for analysing 
the relevance of the builders experience for a transition to sustainability, by putting them in a 
greater context. For example by illustrating a framework for looking at the dynamics between 
actors operating at different levels and their ability to reinforce or challenge the current 
regime. Exploring the experiences of the builders has provided multiple insights into the 
conditions for sustainability transitions in Swedish building, thus supporting the argument 
made by Farla (et al 2012) that taking an actor perspective exposes barriers by learning 
what different players can and cannot do. The main findings and their relevance are 
discussed below. 

The reason for building homes in earth and straw is indeed foremost sustainability, which 
confirms the relevance of the participants as active actors in a socio-technical niche. In the 
multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions, the interactions between different 
actors and roles within a niche or regime is of interest, as it provides information on what 
those actors can actually achieve in terms of transition (Farla et al 2012). As has been 
shown in this thesis, there is a social movement of earthen and straw bale home builders in 
Sweden with the explicit aim of not only building, but also living sustainably and with minimal 
environmental impact. They are challenging conventional building methods, regulation and 
the capitalist building regime by alternative and innovative ways of building homes, finding 
strategies to circumvent or challenge hindering practices and regulation.  
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Some of the builders that have been part of this study identify themselves as actively taking 
part in and pushing for transition to sustainability, eager to share their ideas and invest time 
to influence public agents, industry representatives and other influential actors. Others are 
less interested in changing the societal structures keeping the conventional building norms 
and more focusing on changing their own lifestyles, mostly interacting with like-minded 
people and even actively avoiding interaction with public offices, banks and insurance 
companies for example. They clearly express criticism of money intensive and capitalist 
actors having too much influence, abusing the term sustainability to market unsustainable 
building and are actively resisting taking part in these systems. Thus, even though the 
common driver is the strive for sustainability, the strategies differ between resistance by 
avoidance or trying to influence current norms and structures. This difference in identification 
and strategy illustrate that there is a division between those willing to take part in and 
change the current regime by influencing other actors, and those avoiding taking part, 
focusing on transition on an individual level. As is assumed by the multi-level perspective on 
socio-technical transitions (Lawhon & Murphy 2012), actors within the niche segment are 
actively trying to find more sustainable alternatives, which has been shown to be valid also 
for the earth and straw builders part of this thesis. Moreover, it has been shown that they are 
not only pushing for change in the context of sustainable building, but possibly also 
challenging other economic and social regimes, such as capitalism. This has however not 
been the subject of this thesis but would be interesting to explore further in future research. 

The lack of experience and acceptance of earth and straw as building materials, mainly 
explained as the result of lack of inclusion of these materials in modern education for 
engineers, builders and other tradesmen, is noteworthy considering that earth is one of the 
most commonly used building materials in the world (Minke 2012) and has been widely used 
as such also in Sweden (Palmgren 2003). This is interesting because it illustrates that the 
current building regime is selective, excluding materials and building methods even though 
they have a long tradition, high availability and accessibility, as well as suitability in many 
settings. From that observation it is not far fetched to claim that opening up the current 
regime to innovative alternatives to the building norm requires active promotion from 
authorities and regulators. I thus agree with Lundström (2012) that authorities and regulators 
should not only regulate; they should also promote initiatives towards sustainable building by 
active transition management. 

According to Haley (2017), sustainability transition theory emphasises that providing 
conditions that are favourable for innovations are important for transitions to sustainability to 
take place, as there is not likely to be one solution to any given sustainability issue. Rather a 
number of different alternatives and solutions in combination will be necessary to replace 
less sustainable norms and practices. In this context Swedish industry standards (Svensk 
Standard), created to provide quality assurance and increase best practices, also creates 
lock-ins in conventional building practices and materials. When the industry is so efficient in 
marketing their standards and recommendations that they are confused with requirements or 
even the law, as examples in this thesis has shown, it creates barriers for innovative 
methods and use of materials. Moreover, that it seems to be unclear, both for private 
builders, constructors and public administrators what is actually required and what is industry 
recommendations, is creating risk of arbitrary decisions and inconsistent handling of building 
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permit applications. It also requires the builders to be highly knowledgeable regarding 
materials, construction, regulation and the building permit process, as well as have the will to 
question and drive the process of convincing individual actors; a highly time consuming and 
demanding process. 

From a political ecology perspective it is also interesting to look at power relations and 
knowledge construction (Robbins 2012). As mentioned by one of the interviewees (Interview 
D), the building industry is seen as the go to actor for how to best build houses. However, 
the building industry is driven by economic profitability and efficiency incentives; priorities not 
necessarily shared by actors in innovative sustainable building. Other values such as 
independence, social and environmental sustainability from a holistic and often local point of 
view is more important than capitalistic incentives (Interview A, Interview B, Interview D, 
questionnaire 1). Standardized rules relying on industrialised products or methods are not 
considered as the way to achieve sustainability. The participants in this thesis rather 
prioritize localism, down-shifting and sustainability that does not depend on technocratic 
solutions or large scale systems. Independence is one benefit of building this way commonly 
highlighted by the builders. Being able to build your house yourself, with local materials that 
are unprocessed and often available cheaply, makes the builder's less capital depending 
and is argued to also be more socially sustainable. Even though it means that they might 
have to put in the labour hours themselves, self-building with local materials provides 
resilience by less reliance on banks and wage work to pay for building, maintenance and 
materials. They also clearly challenge the current regimes’ knowledge about best practice, 
arguing that it is selective and driven by industry interest. From their perspective, 
conventional methods and materials are almost forced upon them against their knowledge of 
what is best for them. As explained in Robbins (2012) knowledge is socially constructed and 
according to Foucault (cited in Robbins 2012:124) becomes true because of the power 
behind its source, not the other way around.  

It is also important to recognize that there might be financial incentives for certain actors to 
create or maintain certain lock-ins, as it might benefit their interests. 

“Changing broader institutional structures is very difficult exactly 
because they represent valuable resources for those actors that benefit 
from the existing system. Institutional change then becomes an issue of 
conflicting interests and power struggles.” (Schuitmaker cited in Farla et 
al 2012:995).  

As illustrated by the story told by the sustainability strategist (Interview L) when listening to 
construction students presenting sustainable solutions for building (see page 44 for quote), if 
the building industry is having a strong influence on what is taught in education, there is 
likely a risk of creating lock-ins in conventional and profitable building practices and 
materials. In the long term, such lock-ins result in barriers that may slow down, as well as 
hinder, innovative and alternative sustainable building, reinforcing the current regime. 

As providing favourable conditions for innovation and recognizing the importance of 
frontrunners to provide alternatives to the current socio-technical regime is important for 
accelerating a transition to sustainability (Loorbach 2014), the knowledge and enthusiasm 
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among the builders to contribute to building sustainably should be encouraged and valued to 
a greater extent by agents in the position to hinder or allow exploration of innovative 
alternatives. Especially by those responsible to not only facilitate, but also to ensure a 
transition to sustainability, such as the municipality. As they are responsible for contributing 
to achieve Sweden sustainability goals, as well as implementers of regulation, municipalities 
have the opportunity to support and promote bottom-up initiatives for sustainability 
innovation, contributing to accelerating sustainability transition processes. However, there 
seems to be a lack of cooperation within municipalities between sustainability managers and 
building permit handlers (Interview L) that might influence the likeliness of this contribution. 
How much cooperation there is between different departments might of course vary from 
municipality to municipality. However, incorporating goals on sustainable development in all 
departments and operations must be highly prioritised in order to accelerate transition 
processes. Many raised the importance of good relationships with the municipality, but also 
with people who can provide help and advice on different aspects, in order to successfully 
pursue their building plans (Interview E, Interview H, Interview A, Interview D, Interview F). 
To be able to get support for their aim of building a sustainable house and have a dialogue 
about how to best do so, rather than being afraid of telling too much about the ideas out of 
fear of being hindered, is a prerequisite for a constructive process. Local authorities play an 
important role and can both facilitate and obstruct socio-technical niches contribution to 
sustainability transition processes and common visions are needed to guide how to manage 
a transition to sustainability (Farla et al 2012).  

So far the builders have not been very active in organizing knowledge sharing or collective 
attempts to influence the sustainability transition. There are a few social media groups, 
associations and networks, with varying levels of activity and participation and it seems 
difficult for those unfamiliar with the community to assess what advice to follow as well as 
find any substantiated information or guidelines. However, initiatives for new networks and 
knowledge sharing platforms have been taken recently. Engaging in discussion on social 
media like facebook has been important for the builders,. Nevertheless, it has not allowed 
them to reach beyond the niche of innovative sustainable building. In order to influence 
sustainability transitions in the socio-technical regime and landscape, a higher level of 
collective organization and activity in the industry debate might be necessary. One 
alternative for the earthen and straw bale builders would be to actively try to influence the 
industry standards. So far they have not taken the opportunity to follow the examples in 
Germany and the UK and get involved in the work of the Swedish Standard Institute (SIS) 
and suggest that a standard for earthen building is made, as well as influence already 
existing standards for bathrooms, isolation etc. As explained by the chairman of Swedish 
Earthen builders association (Lerbyggeföreningen), influencing and adapting those 
standards require resources and time that might not be available for small groups or private 
actors; a fact that might limit their ability to influence the building regime in terms of norms 
and regulation. 

Transition does not necessarily have to become more sustainable (Loorbach 2014). The use 
of earth or mud is popular in the transition movement because it is local, sustainable and 
unprocessed, but if it becomes industrialized and therefore increasingly processed, then 
many of the sustainability benefits will be lost with increased energy use, transportation and 
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loss of natural properties (Lindberg 2002, questionnaire 2). The transition that the builders 
are pushing for is not a transition necessarily to earthen homes, but rather a system change 
in how we use resources, maximize sustainability from a life cycle perspective by using what 
is available and suitable locally.  The conference on using clay for industrialised building in 
Lund (12th may 2017) is interesting because it is introducing a new material that can 
contribute to increased acceptance for unconventional materials in larger scale. Whether it 
contributes to the sustainability transition will however depend on how practices develop, as 
well as where and how the materials are extracted, processed and used. The material could 
also be adopted by the current regime, without changing the socio-technical system, 
maintaining current norms, values and operations. As mentioned above, long term visions 
are supposed to guide transitions (Farla et al 2012) and whether the development of using 
earth and straw, as well as other locally harvested materials, for building will contribute to a 
sustainability transition or not will depend on how well visions of sustainability transitions are 
incorporated in regulation, practices and operations. 

In conclusion, the earthen and straw builders are looking for radically different ways of 
building, not developing the current regime towards increased sustainability, but rather 
attempting to look at building from a new angle, questioning the current norm of using 
materials produced and processed in one place to be transported for use in another. They 
are not only challenging existing institutional norms by using new materials; they are also 
finding socially innovative ways of building, independent of industry and capital lending 
institutions, challenging the ‘one solution fits all’ road of mass production. By promoting the 
starting point of evaluating what resources are available locally and how these could be used 
in a sustainable way, minimizing transportation and processing, striving to economize and 
value resources by social learning, they could potentially transform the current 
socio-technical landscape. However, whether earth and straw builders are frontrunners in a 
transition to sustainable building, or will remain a niche group, remains to be seen. 

Finally, it will be argued that there are barriers for innovative sustainable building in Sweden 
that might slow down the sustainability transition process, not in terms of regulation but in 
practices and norms in the current socio-technical regime. The regulations themselves do 
not provide any barrier in the case used in this thesis, but individual agents representing 
actors with the power to provide or deny permission do. Therefore it might be more relevant 
to focus on how building regulations can be shaped to prevent lock-ins into conventional 
regimes and promote sustainability innovation in building. A suggestion for further research 
is therefore to explore attitudes and experiences of planners and building permit handlers, as 
well as how municipalities can promote sustainable building from a social and environmental 
life cycle perspective. Adopting an actor oriented exploration of drivers and barriers for 
innovative sustainable building among those who are to implement the sustainability adapted 
building regulations, that will hopefully come out of reviewing the need to regulate the 
climate- and environmental impact of building (Boverket 2017), could provide helpful insight 
into how to best shape such regulations so that they become a useful tool for facilitating a 
sustainability transition in Swedish building. 
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Appendix 1. Questionnaire 1; builders 
Frågor till dig som har byggt hus av halm och lera eller andra lerbyggetekniker. 

Jag är masterstudent vid kulturgeografiska institutionen på Stockholms Universitet. 
Det här frågeformuläret och svaren som jag får in kommer att vara en del av min 
masteruppsats, Homes of mud and straw; part of a sustainable future?; A mixed 
method thesis investigating the conditions for sustainability transitions among small 
scale builders in Sweden; A case study of earthen and straw bale builders. 

Kontakta mig gärna om ni har några frågor gällande uppsatsen eller frågeformuläret. 

Tack för din tid och hjälp! 

Vänliga hälsningar 

Diana Undén 

diana.unden@gmail.com 

*Required 

Email address * 

1. Vilka material och vilken/vilka tekniker har du byggt hus av? * 
2. Hur många ler-/halm-/naturhus har du byggt i Sverige? * 

1 

2 

3 

Fler 

3. I vilken kommun ligger ditt ler-/halm-/naturhus? * 

4. Sökte du bygglov för ditt ler-/halm-/naturhus? * 

Ja 

Nej 

5. Hur upplevde du bygglovsprocessen? * 

6. Vilket år fick ni bygglov? * 

7. Vilket år stod ditt hus klart? * 

8. Är ditt hus klassat som fritidshus eller permanentboende? * 

Fritidshus 

Permanentboende 
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Ej relevant 

Other: 

9. Vad används huset till? * 

Bostad 

Fritidshus 

Gästhus/Uthus 

Verksamhet 

Other: 

10. Hur upplevde du tillgången på information kring hur du skulle bygga för att 
uppfylla gällande krav? * 

Tydligt och lättillgängligt 

Varken lätt eller svårt 

Otydligt och svårt att få information 

Inte relevant 

Other: 

11. Skriv gärna en kommentar om tillgången på information gällande byggkrav. 

12. Fick du hjälp med hur du skulle bygga ditt ler-/halm-/naturhus? * 

Ja, jag anlitade någon för att bygga mitt hus 

Ja, en arkitekt ritade huset men jag byggde det själv 

Nej, jag både planerade och byggde mitt hus själv 

Jag fick hjälp av vänner, men inte av någon med professionell kunskap om husbyggnation 

Jag anordnade en kurs/workshop där deltagarna hjälpte till att bygga huset. 

Other: 

13. Skriv gärna en kommentar kring hur du gick tillväga för att bygga ditt 
ler-/halm-/naturhus. 

14. Är det här det första huset du byggt? * 

Ja 

Nej 

Other: 
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15. Vad arbetar du med? * 

16. Hur och när hörde du talas om att bygga hus av lera och halm/andra 
lerbyggetekniker? * 

17. Varför har du valt att bygga med dessa material? * 

18. Tittade du på något befintligt hus innan du började på ditt eget 
ler-/halm-/naturhusprojekt? Om svaret är ja, beskriv gärna hur många och vart dessa 
låg. * 

19. Är du med i någon grupp, nätverk, förening eller liknande som relaterar till ler- och 
halmhusbygge och i så fall vilken/vilka? * 

20. Hur upplevde du processen att få ditt hus försäkrat? * 

Lätt / inga problem 

Varken lätt eller svårt 

Svårt / komplicerat 

Inte relevant/huset är inte försäkrat 

Other: 

21. Skriv gärna en kommentar till processen att försäkra huset. 

22. Vilket försäkringsbolag har ni använt? * 

23. Kontaktade ni flera försäkringsbolag? * 

Ja 

Nej 

Other: 

24. Vilket råd skulle du vilja ge någon som planerar att bygga ett ler-/halm-/naturhus? 
* 

25. Är det något annat som du skulle vilja tillägga? 

26. Får jag kontakta dig för följdfrågor eller en längre intervju? * 

Ja 

Nej 

27. Om det går bra att jag kontaktar dig för följdfrågor eller en längre intervju, lämna i 
så fall gärna dina kontaktuppgifter nedan. 
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Appendix 2. Questionnaire 2; professionals 
Frågeformulär till dig som valt att fördjupa dig inom lera och halm eller andra 
lerbyggetekniker. 

Jag är masterstudent vid kulturgeografiska institutionen på Stockholms Universitet. 
Det här frågeformuläret och svaren som jag får in kommer att vara en del av min 
masteruppsats, Homes of mud and straw; part of a sustainable future?; A mixed 
method thesis investigating the conditions for sustainability transitions among small 
scale builders in Sweden; A case study of earthen and straw bale building. 

Kontakta mig gärna om ni har några frågor gällande uppsatsen eller frågeformuläret. 

Tack för din tid och hjälp! 

Vänliga hälsningar 

Diana Undén 

diana.unden@gmail.com 

*Required 

Email address * 

När och hur hörde du först talas om lera och halm som byggmaterial? * 

Varför har du intresserat dig för hus av lera och halm eller andra lerbyggetekniker? * 

Har du fördjupat dig i användandet av dessa byggnadsmaterial? Berätta i så fall gärna 
varför och på vilket sätt. * 

Har du studerat eller forskat om lera och halm eller andra lerbyggetekniker som 
byggmaterial för hus på universitet eller högskola? Berätta i så fall gärna kort om 
detta. * 

Har du deltagit i att planera, rita eller bygga hus av lera och halm eller andra 
lerbyggetekniker? * 

Ja 

Nej 

Other: 

Om svaret är ja, ange gärna hur många och berätta gärna kort om projekten. * 

Varför valde du att använda dessa material? * 

Vad är dina tankar om att använda lera och halm eller andra lerbyggetekniker för att 
bygga bostadshus? * 
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Vilka fördelar och nackdelar ser du med hus som är byggda på det här sättet? * 

Om du blickar framåt, hur ser du på möjligheten att använda lera och halm eller andra 
lerbyggetekniker för att bygga bostadshus i Sverige? * 

Skriv gärna en kommentar kring hur det är att planera ett bostadshus av lera och halm 
eller andra lerbyggetekniker enligt gällande byggregler. * 

Är du med i någon grupp, nätverk, förening eller liknande som relaterar till ler- och 
halmhusbygge och i så fall vilken/vilka? * 

Vad är ditt yrke/sysselsättning? * 

Är det något annat som du skulle vilja tillägga eller som du tycker att jag har glömt att 
fråga om? 

Får jag kontakta dig för följdfrågor eller en längre intervju? * 

Ja 

Nej 

Om det går bra att jag kontaktar dig för följdfrågor eller en längre intervju, lämna i så 
fall gärna dina kontaktuppgifter nedan. 

Vill du tipsa mig om andra som skulle passa att svara på detta frågeformulär? Ange i 
så fall gärna deras kontaktuppgifter nedan eller mejla mig så skickar jag dig en länk 
att sprida vidare. 
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Appendix 3. Interview schedule builders 
Går det bra att jag spelar in samtalet? Det är endast jag som kommer att lyssna på det, för 
att slippa anteckna under samtalets gång. 

- Hur hörde du först talas om ler-/halmhus och hur kommer det sig att du började 
intressera dig för det? 

- Kände du till hus som byggts på liknande sätt? 

- Vad var din spontana reaktion att använda lera/halm som byggmaterial? 
 

- Hur många ler-/halmhus har du byggt? 

- Med vilka tekniker har husen byggts? 

- Varför valde du att bygga på just det sättet? 
 

- Hur förberedde du dig innan du började byggprojektet? 

o Hur samlade du information? 

o Tittade du på några andra ler-/halmhus innan du började? 

o Var låg dessa? 
 

- Tänkte du på något särskilt när du valde vart du skulle bygga ditt hus? 

- Vart fick ni byggmaterial från (lera, halm, sand etc.) 

- Hur har du valt att värma upp huset? 

- Har huset badrum? Hur är det byggt? 

- Vad var viktigt när du bestämde hur huset skulle byggas? 
 

- Hur gick du tillväga när du byggde husen? 

o Fick du hjälp med att bygga huset? Av vem/Vilka deltog? 

o Vilken erfarenhet hade dom som hjälpte dig? 

- Hur upplevde du byggprocessen? 

 

- Hur lång tid tog det att bygga? 

- Vilket år stod huset klart? 

- Hände det något under processens gång som var oväntat eller inte gick enligt 
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planerna? 

- Blev huset så som du hade tänkt dig ? 
 

- I vilken kommun har du byggt ditt hus? 

- Har du sökt bygglov för huset?  

o Om nej, varför inte? 

o Berätta om bygglovsprocessen 

▪ VIlket år sökte/fick ni bygglov? 

▪ Var bygglovet för fritids- eller permanentbostad/gårdsbyggnad? 

▪ Vad är huset klassat som nu? 
 

- Hur har det varit att planera och bygga huset enligt gällande byggregler? 

o Hur upplevde du tillgången på information? 

- Hur har kontakten med kommunen varit? 

o Om ni stötte på några krav som krävde att ni ändrade i hur ni planerat att 
bygga huset- hur löste ni det? 

- Gjorde du mycket efterforskningar om byggregler och myndighetskrav i förväg? 

- Har du tagit ett banklån för att bygga huset? 

- Kan du berätta lite om hur det var att få banklånet? 

 

- Jag har hört att det kan vara svårt att få ler-/halmhus försäkrade, hur har det varit för 
er? 

- Pratade du med något försäkringsbolag innan ni fattade beslut om hur ni skulle 
bygga? 

- VIlket försäkringsbolag använder ni? 

o Kontaktade ni fler än ett försäkringsbolag? 
 

- Vad används huset till? 

- Vilka fördelar och nackdelar ser du med ett hus som är byggt på det här sättet? 

- Vad tänker du generellt om ler-/halmhus om du blickar framåt? 

- Varför tror du att inte fler bygger sina hus av lera eller halm? 
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- Är du med i någon grupp/nätverk som relaterar till att bygga med dessa material? 

o Vilken funktion har gruppen/nätverket för dig? 

- Hur mycket tid lägger du på att engagera dig i ler-/halmhusbyggen?  

 

- Vilka reaktioner har du fått från andra när du har berättat att du bygger ditt hus av 
lera/halm? 

o Har dom ändrat uppfattning efter att dom sett huset/processen? 
 

- Skulle du rekommendera att bygga hus på det här sätt? Varför/varför inte? 

- Är något som du tänker på som skulle kunna ha gjort byggprocessen enklare? 

- Om du ser tillbaka, är det något som du skulle göra annorlunda? 

- Vilka råd skulle du vilja ge till någon som vill bygga ett lerhus? 

 

- Vad har du för yrke/jobbar du med? 
 

- Är det något annat du skulle vilja tillägga eller som du tycker att jag har glömt att 
fråga? 

 

Okej, då är vi klara! Har du några frågor till mig? 

 

Tack så mycket för din tid!  
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Appendix 4. Interview schedule Upplands Väsby municipality 
Varför ska man söka bygglov? 

Vilka aspekter tas i beaktning? 

Vad finns det för olika sorters bygglov? 

Hur går bygglovsprocessen till? 

Vilka dokument behöver man som sökande skicka in? 

Hur lång tid tar det? 

Vad kan göra att man får avslag? 

Kan man överpröva? 

Vilka andra saker kan påverka om man får bygglov eller inte? 

När behövs det en detaljplan? 

 

Känner ni till hus som är byggda av lera och halm eller andra lerbyggetekniker i Sverige? 

Finns det några i den här kommunen vad ni vet? 

Är det något särskilt ni tänker på gällande bygglov för ett ler eller halmhus? 

Vad tror ni om att använda dessa material i bostadshus i framtiden i Sverige? 
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Appendix 5. Interview schedule Hudiksvall municipality 
-        Berätta, varför har ni ett hållbarhetspris i kommunen? 

-        Varför vann X pris för sitt hus? 

o   Vilka sitter med i juryn? 

-        Vad tycker plan- och bygglov om huset? 

-        Det är ju byggt med en hel del icke konventionella metoder och material, vad tänker du 
om det? 

-        Vad tror du om att använda lokala naturmaterial för husbyggnation i Sverige? 

-        Återbruk? 

o   Anser du att kommunens regler och processer skulle kunna anpassas för att underlätta 
för återbruk i husbygge? 

o   ”Nya” material som t.ex. halm och lera? 

 

-        Hur ser du på kommunens roll i att driva på utvecklingen mot ett mer hållbart 
byggande? 

-        Vad tänker du om byggnormer, svensk standard och liknande, vad de har för 
roll/påverkan för omställningen till hållbart byggande? 

 

-        Vad jag förstår det som så är det du som miljöstrateg tillsammans med energi- och 
klimatrådgivaren som sitter i juryn för priset? Har ni samarbete med plan- och 
bygglovsavdelningen gällande hur ni kan främja utvecklingen mot ett mer hållbart 
byggande? 

- Hur ser det samarbetet ut? 

Hur kan ni som kommun fånga upp och främja  initiativ och drivkrafter för ett mer hållbart 
byggande? 

Ser du några hinder för omställning till ett mer hållbart byggande idag? 
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Appendix 6 - List of municipalities and houses included in the data 
from the questionnaire 

Municipality Type of building 
Building 
permit Building technique 

Finspång Permanent residence 1995 
Stampad lerhalm med bärande trästomme 
och lerputs. 

Härryda Permanent residence 1995 Lerhalm, halmbalar, lerputs och lersten. 

Marks Permanent residence 1997 Lerhalm, halmbalar, lerputs och lersten. 

Österlen Permanent residence 2003 

Lerhus, Andra kombinationer av lera, halm 
och naturmaterial, träflislera, lecalera, 
lerhalm 

Tanum Vacation home 2005 
Halmbalar med bärande trästomme och 
lerputs. 

Orust Accessory building 2006 
Halmbalar med bärande trästomme och 
lerputs. 

Gotland Permanent residence 2011 Halmbalar, halm i lättadobe 

Tjörn Permanent residence 2011 Självbärande halmbalshus med lerputs.  

Ödeshög Permanent residence 2012 
Halmbalar med bärande trästomme och 
lerputs. 

Alingsås Permanent residence 2013 Halm och lera 

Hörby Permanent residence 2013 
Halmbalar med bärande trästomme och 
lerputs. 

Hudiksvall Permanent residence 2014 
Halmbalar med bärande trästomme och 
lerputs. 

Mellerud Vacation home 2014 Timmer, bräder och lerputs 

Södertälje Accessory building 2014 
Självbärande halmbalshus med lerputs. , 
självbärande kubbhus med lerputs 

Alingsås Permanent residence 2014 Halmbalar med lerputs och delvis kalkputs. 

Linköping Permanent residence 2016 Trästomme, halm och lera 

Uppsala Vacation home N/A Lerhalm 

Mölndal Accessory building N/A 

Olika ler- och halmtekniker (halmhus, 
lättlera, cob, pisé, kubb, adobe, 
flätverk/lerklining, lergolv, lerputs, ...) 

Södertälje Accessory building N/A Kubbhus, Adobe, Halm, Sten 

Uddevalla Accessory building N/A Lera, halm, Kubb 

Sandviken Accessory building N/A 

Lerhus, Halmhus, Ler- och halmhus, Andra 
kombinationer av lera, halm och 
naturmaterial 
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